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Hamilton, Ontario: They are found everywhere
around the world and their mission is very
clear: find the evidence that will once and for all
prove the existence of the paranormal.

UFO researchers constantly scan the
skies looking for the signs that this 3rd planet
from the Sun might be the destination of
visitors from another galaxy, or perhaps another
dimension.

Ghost researchers spend countless hours
scouring locations that have been reported to be
haunted by ghosts and spirits - some friendly,
others which seem to be demonic.

The majority of UFO and ghost
researchers are self taught, their endeavors,

equipment and other expenses are paid for by
themselves. The scientists of academia will roll
their eyes when they are asked about UFOs and
ghosts; theologists disbelieve the existence of
extraterrestrial visitors and ghosts, even though
they do believe that heaven is in the sky above,
angels the messengers of God descend from the
heavens to interact with humankind, and that
the Holy Trinity includes the "Holy Ghost." As
for demons in theology, there is the Church
Approved Act of Exorcism though. 

Yes, there are the very few who conduct
their investigations as if they were staring in a
television episode of "The Trailer Park Boys
Meet Inspector Clouseau" and are just looking
for a social gathering and conduct themselves as
such. Thankfully, as I said, they are the few.

To those who are dedicated researchers,
both new and old alike, who take their quest into
the investigation of the unknown seriously,
thank you for the work that you do for it is only
with the continued research of the serious, will
one day the proof of the existence be found and
brought to the would of disbelievers.

I for one would like to see the faces of
main stream academia and theology when proof
of a UFO being driven by an extraterrestrial or
a ghostly visitor from the great beyond, and yes,
even when Bigfoot makes an appearance on
"Larry King Live."

In a world that is poised on the brink of
global destruction by global warming, terrorism
and nuclear annihilation from rogue countries,
do we humans need to look for the existence of
these as yet proven members of the paranormal
to give us a hope that there might be the chance
of "alien intervention" should the button be
pushed, or in the case of the elusive Planet-X
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does in fact make an appearance, or should the
ancient Mayans knowledge be right that there
will be a cosmic event on December 12, 2012 at
11:11 am?

Time will only tell, but I for one, believe
that the events that are prophesied in the years
to come will bring humanity to the new spiritual
evolution, the next step in humanities evolution.

I believe that the people of this planet
will unite taking care of those who cannot take
care of themselves… the sick, the hungry, the
homeless, the uneducated and the unemployed.

I further believe that humanity will take
the immediate and necessary steps to turn the
global warming crisis around and that this
planet will be saved. Mother Earth has been
diseased by humanity and it is now the
responsibility of humanity, now and for
generations to come, rectify the diseases that we
have infected this world with.

We must also do what we can to purify
the water supply on this planet and let those
who do not have access to the necessary
amounts of clean water needed to live the
required supply.

Not only are we our brothers keeper, but
we humans are the custodians of this planet and
we must do what is now necessary to return this
planet to the beautiful and pollution free
environment that our ancestors once enjoyed.
April 22 is Earth Day 2008, and here are 10
Actions to help the environment:
1. PARK IT - Leave your car at home for a day
(or a week or a month) and try walking or
biking. If work is too far away to walk, take
public transit or carpool. One city bus
eliminates the emissions of 40 cars. 
2. SHUT DOWN - Turn off the lights, the
computer and the TV when they are not in use.
Using only highly efficient and money saving
appliances can reduce the electricity
consumption of an average household to one
tenth of the US average.
3. WHERE'S THE BEEF? -  Try eating meat-
free at least one day a week. A meat-based diet
requires seven times more land than a plant-
based diet. Livestock production is responsible
for more climate change gasses than all the
motor vehicles in the world.
4. EAT IT - Choose foods produced
organically, locally and in season. Support your
regional farmers & farming industry: buying
locally and in season is better for the
environment than buying foods that have been
shipped hundreds of kilometers to your local
market.
5. LET IT ROT - Put a composter in your
backyard or use your green bin to reduce
household waste. Composting organics has two
key benefits: it reduces the amount of waste
going to landfills and when added to your
garden, helps nourish soil and plants.
6. DON'T BE IDLE - Turn off your car's
engine if stopped for more than 10 seconds.  If
every driver of a light duty vehicle avoided
idling by five minutes a day, collectively, we
would save 1.8 million litres of fuel per day,
almost 4500 tonnes of GHG emissions, and $1.7
million in fuel costs each day (assuming fuel
costs are $0.95/L).

Continued on Page 18
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The ‘X’ Zone Radio Show is heard Monday - Friday
from 10 PM to 2 AM Eastern, and then the show is
repeated in its entirety from 2 AM - 6 AM on The
TalkStar Radio Network and it family of affiliates
throughout the United States, Canada and the
Caribbean (Satellite Galaxy 4R), on TalkStar Radio
Streaming Audio on our website at
www.xzoneradio.com, throughout Central America,
South America and the Pacific Rim on Americas
IntelSat 7 (TelStar 7) and now across Asia on
Agila2.
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Canada
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FM 104 CJSB - Swan Lake, MB
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FM 99.5 CIMM - Ucluelet, BC

FM 98.9 CFPV - Pemberton, BC

Caribbean
AM 1620 WDHP - Frederikstead USVI

Asia
The Philippines a

China
Hong Kong

Taiwan
Korea
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KHPK CH 28 - Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas
WBQP CH 12 (Cable 75) - Pensacola, Florida

WBCF CH 3 - Florence/Muscle Shoals, Alabama
WXLF CH 5 - Florence/Muscle Shoals, Alabama

KWVT CH 52 (Cable 7) - Salem, Oregon
WDRL CH 24 (digital 41) - 

Roanoke/Lynchburg, Virginia 
KCTU CH 41 - Wichita, Kansas

KBGN CH 59 - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Western Cable Service - Sequim, Washington
KLFA TV Channel 8, Los Angeles, California.

Cable in Guatemala and parts of Central America 
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Salute To NASA and the International
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From the banner headline appearing in a
February 22, 2008 NASA Media Advisory:
M08-038

[
http://www.nasa.gov/home/hqmews/2008/feb/
HQ_M08038_NASA_CIAA.html ]

"NASA Celebrates 50th Anniversary at 
Charlotte, NC-- CIAA Tournament"

"Happy birthday NASA."  Quoting
selected excerpts from their February 22
dispatch:

"WASHINGTON -NASA is partnering
with the Central Intercollegiate Athletic
Association (CIAA) and Discovery Place Inc.
to celebrate the agency's 50th anniversary by
bringing the excitement of science, technology,
engineering and mathematics education to
Charlotte, NC.

NASA's theme for the week of events,
"Destination: Moon and Mars - Paving the Way
for Humans," reflects the agency's goal of
inspiring the next generation of explorers and
encouraging students to study science,
technology, engineering and mathematics as the

People in the U.S. People in the U.S. VVirgin Islands and theirgin Islands and the
Bermuda Bermuda TTriangleriangle

Listen to Listen to The ‘X’The ‘X’ Zone Radio ShowZone Radio Show
with Rob McConnell onwith Rob McConnell on AM 1620 AM 1620 WDHPWDHP

nation prepares to return to the moon and
explore the Red Planet.

"Hands-on exhibits, moon rocks, and a
Martian meteorite will be on display at
Discovery Place.  NASA - sponsored
professional development workshops for
teachers and future teachers will be held at
Johnson C. Smith University in Charlotte
during the tournament. The workshops will
provide information on ways to enhance math
and science curricula by taking advantage of
NASA educational materials."  (END)

According to the NASA dispatch,
Astronaut Charles F. Bolden, Jr., will be present
as well as Charles Scales, NASA's associate
deputy administrator, and Bernice Alston, the
deputy assistant administrator for education
programs.

Personally, I'm a huge NASA fan and
always have been.  We've always believed that
mankind's ultimate future would be in space-
just how far into space has always been the
burning question.

As part of this "X"-Chronicles
Newspaper March issue, we are pleased to
present our readers with an awe-inspiring series
of truly stunning NASA photographs of the
International Space Station orbiting at an
altitude of about 250 miles (400 kilometers).
The Space Station's orbit extends from 52
degree north latitude to 52 degrees south
latitude.

It's our understanding that NASA and its
global Space Station partners are rushing to
complete their construction phase by the end of
2010.  2010 is also the projected year that
NASA plans to retire its entire shuttle fleet due
to aging problems and other related issues.

With that projection in mind we thought
you would like to know about NASA's speeded-

up construction schedule as stated in their
official follow-on NASA dispatch dated:
03/04/08 
[http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/m
ain/index.html]

- Latest NASA News -

"The International Space Station and the
upcoming Expedition 16 crew are now about to
receive an international array of space
hardware.

"On March11, space shuttle Endeavour
on the STS-123 mission will deliver to the
station a pressurized logistics module from
Japan.  This is the first part of a laboratory from
the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
(JAXA).  JAXA's new laboratory, called
"Kilbo," will then be installed over three shuttle
missions.

"Endeavor will also deliver Canada's
latest contribution with a new addition to the
already attached Canadarm2.  "Dextre," which
is the nickname for their Special Purpose
Dexterous Manipulator, will allow astronauts to
replace hardware outside the orbiting complex
without performing a spacewalk.

"Europe's new cargo ship, the
Automated Transfer Vehicle, or "Jules Vern," is
now set for launch to the space station Saturday
night at 11:03 EST.  "Jules Verne" will dock to
the Zvezda service module about a week after
Endeavour undocks from the Harmony
module." 

(Continued on Page 4)

ARE UFOs REAL?ARE UFOs REAL?
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More than half of Americans are convinced
UFOs exist. And 75% of Americans believe
the U.S. government knows more about
them than it is letting on. But according to
Dr. Jaysen Q. Rand, within the next few
years there will be simply no way to deny
their existence any longer - not when
sightings and even open contact with them
becomes common place in present-day
human society. Get ready for a story so
shocking/revealing that it will make The 'X'
Files look like a kid's bedtime story.
Drawing on Ancient prophecies, Dr. Rand
reveals why an explosion in paranormal
activity is set to occur between now and the
year 2012, and why life on Earth will be
fundamentally changed by what we
experience within the context of realizing
the reality of Planet-X.

ORDER ORDER YOUR COPYYOUR COPY TTODAODAY!Y!
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Once again, happy birthday NASA, and
our best wishes to the crew of Endeavour as
they blast off on March 11th.  We also want to
thank our ‘X’ Chronicles Newspaper Publisher,
Rob McConnell, for allowing us to share this
special change-of-pace Space Station edition
with our readers.  As always, we appreciate your
feedback and reader's comments and look
forward to hearing from you. We promise to
answer each and every email as quickly as we
can.

We suggest visiting our exciting new
website at www.returnofplanet-x.com for
interesting and challenging details about Planet-
X and how to obtain a copy of our hit book in
either paperback and e-book version.  Our third
printing is available at bookstores everywhere
and Amazon.com.

And join with us in making "Project
Blue Light" a big success. The official UFO/ET
whitewash is over!

For information on Project Blue Light
go to: incontact@projectbluebook.net To reach
Dr. Jaysen Q. Rand:
drjrand@projectbluelight.net  and to send your
personal / related UFO/ET information /
pictures / videos / evidence-please write: Project
Blue Light, at  P.O. Box 141, Horn Lake, MS
38637.

All materials submitted are considered
confidential  /protected in nature by "Project
Blue Light.

To order our book, The Return Of
Planet-X, please call: 1 - 800 - 247 - 6553 or
c o n t a c t
www.atlasbooks.com/marktplce/0180.htm

This author is available for radio and TV
interviews, bookstore signings, media events
and educational lectures.  

We can be reached at
skipper.2012@hotmail.com or by calling (901)
336-9660.

May God bless and keep us all-Dr.
Jaysen Q. Rand. []
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of backwards audio can be heard intelligible
sentences scattered at regular intervals
throughout the backward sounds. Furthermore,
these backward messages often have a unique
relationship to what is being spoken forwards.
They can confirm the forward speech, or they
can be contradictory to what is being spoken
forwards. Sometimes they can expand upon the
forward speech, giving extra information or
clarifying details.

OBJECTIONS

Some people call the idea of Reverse
Speech preposterous. They say the brain isn't
capable of doing such a thing and that it is all
the product of some over active imagination,
like seeing pictures in ink blots or clouds.
However, this criticism can be easily addressed
by the production of 1000s of very easy to hear
backward messages that are posted on the
reverse speech website alone, also by pointing
to some tests that have been done to gauge the
comprehension ability of people to hear the
backward messages. In one test, conducted in
1997 by a sceptical Monash University in
Melbourne Australia, it was discovered that
naïve subjects could easily recognise the
backward phrase once it was pointed out, and
could additionally hear several key words
without prompting. 

The graph below, published in the back
of their report, shows detailed results of their
tests. They divided their subjects into 4 groups.
Group A was told what the backward message
was and were asked if they could hear it. Group

An Overview ofAn Overview of
Reverse SpeechReverse Speech

By: David J. OatesBy: David J. Oates
Copyright © 2008Copyright © 2008

INTRODUCTION

Did you know that hidden backwards in
the sounds of speech there is another form of
communication, or another part of you that is
also speaking? This secondary form of
communication is called Reverse Speech. The
theory goes something like this. As the human
brain is constructing the sounds of speech, it is
automatically forming those sounds so that
occasionally something intelligent is also
spoken in reverse. Or, to put it another way, if
human speech is recorded and played
backwards mixed amongst the normal gibberish

B was not told what the message said and were
asked to write down what they heard. Group C
was given a control phrase in the form of
backward message that did not exist and were
asked if they heard the phrase, and Group D
was told there may or may not be a backward
message there and were asked to write down
what they heard. 

As can be seen from the graph, there
was a high comprehension rate in groups A&B
indicating that the backward phrase really
existed, and a low comprehension rate on the
group asked to hear the control phrase. This
indicates that if the phrase is not there it cannot
be heard and there is lot more going on than
mere autosuggestion.

Continued on Page 6
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Although the Monash University report
was sceptical about the linguistic claims of
Reverse Speech, it could not deny that the
backward messages did exist and had to admit
that I had been successful in finding some
intelligent backward messages. They stated:
"For any FS sequence, there will obviously be
some alleged RS sequences which are more
readily heard than others, and we do not deny
that in some cases Oates has been adept at
finding such sequences."

The above test was repeated by the 2002
Byron Bay Reverse Speech training class with
similar results. 

The other criticism levelled at Reverse
Speech is coincidence. They sceptics say that if
you play enough tapes backwards you are
bound to find the occasional word or sentence
here and there just by random chance. And they
would be right, except for several facts. For a
start in private conversations, intelligible
phrases can be found in reverse as often as once
every 10 or 20 seconds. These phrases will
usually be grammatically correct and frequently
have a direct relationship to what has been said
forwards. The odds of such an occurrence
happening by mere chance are astronomical.
Additionally, the backward messages are not
random but appear in a predictable fashion. 

For example, in a highly charged and
emotional state where speech is flowing freely
with no prê-thought they can occur as often as
once every 5 seconds. On the other end of the
scale, backward messages occur less frequently
in scripted public speech, sometimes as little as
once every 5-10 minutes. This predictability
factor alone, rules out random chance because if
they were happening by random, one would
expect the random factor to be across the
spectrum, no matter what speech was analysed,
and this is not the case.

THE SOURCE

This predictable nature of Reverse
Speech also gives us a clue as to what part of the
mind is "creating" it. It is noted that backward
messages are most frequent in what is typically
regarded as right brain hemispheric activity
such as emotions and spontaneity, and they
occur less often in typical left brain functions
such as logic and forethought or, indeed, public
speech. It is also noted that the left brain is
thought to be primarily responsible for the
words we use in speech, whereas the right brain
is responsible for the intonation and expression.
See picture below.

It is primarily the intonation and
expression in speech, or how we pronounce the
words, that create the backward messages and
very little to do with the actual words
themselves. For this reason two people can say
exactly the same sentence and yield entirely
different backward messages. It all depends on
HOW we speak and not WHAT we speak that
determines what is said in reverse. 

So, if Reverse Speech is real and does
exist what can we do with it?

FORENSIC USE

The applications of Reverse Speech are
many. Its most obvious immediate use is in the
field of forensics and police investigation work.
It is a highly accurate information gathering
tool, with a claimed reliability factor that is
greater than the polygraph. It will reveal
whether a subject is lying or telling the truth. It
will tell us what their motives are and it will
also reveal much additional information.

Take, for example, convicted spousal
murderer Scott Peterson who is currently sitting
on death row in California. Before his trail
began he did several television interviews. In
one of these interviews he was asked if he had
murdered his wife. He replied, "No, no. I did not
and I had absolutely nothing to do with her
disappearance." A small section of this
soundtrack played in reverse says, "Neck, I hit
hard." This is a reversed confession and also
gives us some clue as to how he actually killed
her - by a blow to the back of the neck. It is
interesting to note that the precise cause of
death of his wife was never determined and
when her body was eventually found, washed
up on the beach shore, it had been decapitated!

The initial police interrogation tape in
the OJ Simpson case also reveals a confession.
This was recorded 24 hours after the killings. In
one section he says forwards, "And I'd come
home and kind of leisurely got ready to go." In
reverse he says, "I killed them high." This tells
us what he was really doing rather than coming
home. He was killing his victims, possibly high
on drugs.

A case that is currently in the public
spotlight concerns Natalie Holloway, a missing
teenager on the island of Aruba. Three suspects
in the case have been arrested and interrogated
twice but no charges have been laid. The prime
suspect, Joran van der Sloot, has however given
some startling information in his backward
messages. Printed below is a small sampling of
them found on an interview he did with Greta
Van Susteran on Fox news..

"That's the one thing that'll clear me and
that's the one thing that'll clear anyone else
involved with it that doesn't deserve to be."
Dead near the water

"...going to a black jack table and sitting
down and I remember her and her friends
coming up to the table." I snuffed her, her
murderer

"He was working at an internet cafe."
Yes, I got rid of the clothes we had

"Some kids had drivers licenses but not
all of them." What a murder

"Because we were driving towards her
hotel and that was just the one place i wanted to
get out." Had sex there

These backward messages seem to point

the finger of blame directly at Joran. It should
be noted that a journalist in Holland recently
captured Joran van der Sloot with a hidden
camera in a sting operation, confessing to being
present when Natalie died and also getting rid
of the body. Joran has claimed that he was lying
in the video. In the meantime the case is still
open and investigations continue.

BUSINESS

Reverse Speech has also been
successfully used by business people to
determine their possibilities of success in
business ventures. In one case a business man
analysed the speech of a potential business
partner and found in reverse, "I'm so full of
shit." Needless to say, he did not do business
with the man. In  another case, a businessman
was trying to decide whether he would expand
his business overseas. His reversals said, "Start
of it." and "It will be profit." Based on the
advice of his reversals, and other factors, he
decided to expand his operations to overseas
and, as at the time of writing, he is reporting a
healthy profit.

POLITICS

The field of politics is wide open for the
use of Reverse Speech. What would it be like to
know what is really going on inside the minds
of our politicians and leaders? Reverse Speech
can tell us. Take for example the current race for
the White House. We find that the democrats
still in the race, Barack Obama and Hillary
Clinton, both have incongruent reversals when
it comes to health care. In a debate they
conducted in February 2008 they had the
following backward messages in regards to
health care:

Obama: "I believe there are people who
cant afford it and if we provide them with
[enough subsidies] they will purchase it." See
this fuss on it (There are problems with his
plan)

Clinton: "The way it covers all of those
who wish to [participate in the] Congressional
plan is that it will provide subsidies." In the
deficit (Hillary's plan will increase the US
deficit)

Clinton: "It will also cap premiums.
Something that [is really] important cos we
want to make sure that it is affordable for all."
We lose it (Her health care plan won't succeed
in its current form.)

Clinton: "What I concluded when I was
looking at this because I got the [same kind of
ad]vice. It's controversial." Got enough mess
(There are problems with her plan and she
knows it.)

Obama: "There are ways we can address
that by for example [making them] pay some of
the back premiums." Then we gamble (Obama's
plan is a gamble.)

We can also see with Reverse Speech
that both candidates are determined to grab the
White House, with a backward message on
Hillary that says. "Now woman is named, I
want it," and one on Obama that says, "Pass that
Throne," as he talks about his electoral
victories. With reversals like this, one can
expect a long hard fought campaign as the two
candidates fight it out. (Continued on Page 7)
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Not much analysis has yet been done on
John McCain, the Republican party nominee
but those that have been done show a man who
is congruent. Here are some of them.

"[We know where] either of their
candidates will lead this country and we dare
not let them." I warn you (Congruent, warning
of a disaster if a democrat wins the White
House.)

"Iraq's neighbours from [Saudi Arabia]
to Egypt to Turkey would feel our own security
eroding." They buried us (How was the US
"buried"? Caught in an Iraqi quagmire?)

"Others have learned that they will soon
return to combat [sooner than they had] been led
to expect." Handed a noose (Expansive.
Walking into a potential death trap.)

"If any [Senator believes] that our troops
sacrifice is truly in vain, the dictates of
conscience demand that he or she act to prevent
it." Feel the burden (Congruent. He feels the
burden too.)

There is a political scandal currently
brewing around Barack Obama concerning
allegations made by a Minnesota man, Larry
Sinclair. Sinclair claims that in 1999 he met
Barack Obama and engaged in sexual activities
with him. He further claims that Obama
purchased crack cocaine for his own use and
powder cocaine for Sinclair's use. Sinclair has
made his allegations on several talk radio shows
and has therefore given us plenty of audio to
analyse. His backward messages support his
tale. Here are some of them.

"[Well, er, and thats] a good question.
The point I've been trying to make the whole
time is this. Obama is a great speaker." The man
buys dope (Confirms what he is saying - Barack
bought him dope.)

"[You know we went in], we had drinks,
it was a casual conversation." I know you want
it (A sexual innuendo?) 

"Senator Obama starts to become
excited. He starts [running his fingers] through
my hair. I'm doing another line and while I'm
doing another line his pants are unzipped by
him, not by me." Seen his thing you know
(Congruent reversal. Barack unzipped his pants
and he saw his "thing".)

"I had sent emails to all of the major
newspapers on the East and West coast. [I had
sent the same emails] to CNN, Fox News.
Nobody wanted to touch it." Slime, they mess
with this (He has distaste for the media because
they are messing up his story by not following
through with it.)

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Reverse Speech has amazing
applications in the therapeutic area. It taps into
deeper areas of the mind and as such is capable
of revealing information unknown to the
conscious mind, but available to the amazing
resources of the unconscious mind. It can show
ways in which are helping ourselves, or
sabotaging our success. Over the years it has
been discovered that if the unconscious mind is
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sabotaging our success, no amount of therapy
will shift the patterns unless the sabotage is
dealt with. 

To give an example of this sabotage,
here we see a client was talking forwards about
moving forwards in her life. She had a speech
reversal, however, that said, "I am wanting new
grief." In another case, a businessman wanting
to build his business had a speech reversal that
said "I am stupid. Following new muck." And
yet another case sees a woman saying in
reverse, "My need for pain." All of these cases
show the unconscious mind sabotaging
conscious desires and following predetermined
negative patterns. 

So, how do you deal with unconscious
sabotage and change the outcomes? Reverse
Speech will give the answer for this as well. Just
as the unconscious can sabotage us, it can also
show us how to change this sabotage if asked
the right questions. In one case, as a woman
talked about a deteriorating financial situation, a
speech reversal occurred that said "Work on my
grief." In another case as a woman was talking
about improving her current state of depression,
she said in reverse, "Need more sunlight." In
both of these cases the unconscious spoke
directly and gave solutions for current
problems.

In another rather ominous case, a wife
was talking about ways to improve her
marriage. A speech reversal occurred that said,
"Heal the love while you're living." This
reversal gave a sense of urgency about the
matter. Only a few short days later, the woman
was almost killed in a domestic dispute. The
reversal had been spot on in its revelations.

Reverse Speech can pinpoint areas of
concerns in other ways as well. For example as
one client talked about her recurring pattern of
failure in relationships, a speech reversal
occurred that said "I have been molested." This
reversal pinpointed a series of events in her past
that had affected her ability to have healthy
lasting relationships, thus giving a specific area
to work on.  Another client, as he talked about
his need for love, had a reversal that simply
said, "The childhood." This also gave us, the
therapist and client, a specific area to work on
and explore.

One client, who was suffering from
asthma, had a puzzling reversal that said,
"Under the floor, Puss in my head." So, the
client's husband looked under floor boards of
the house and found 18 inches of mould
growing under the house. They cleaned out the
mould and the symptoms of her asthma
dramatically reduced. Reverse Speech was able
to tap into the unconscious mind and find
information unknown to the conscious mind.

Some clients use Reverse Speech to give
them insight into personal issues. For example
as one young man talked about his current
relationship, he had a speech reversal that said,
"This is shallow, abandon it." His unconscious
was tapping into deeper wisdom inside that
knew this relationship was not good for him. On
the same vein a woman had some uncertainties
about her current relationship. Her speech
reversals confirmed her concerns and said,
"Yeah walk away." She followed the advice of
her reversals and within a very short space of
time she met another man who she is now very
happy with.

METAPHOR RESTRUCTURING

Reverse Speech, comes from various levels of
the human mind. On the surface level, it can
reveal the truth if someone is telling a lie as this
article has so far shown. At deeper levels, it can
reveal hidden aspects of us, and at even deeper
levels still, it speaks in metaphor or archetype.

Metaphoric references are prolific in
Reverse Speech, especially when someone is
talking about their behaviour or personality.
Phrases such as "The surf is high", "Lancelot
has a sword", "See the wolf fallen in the lake,"
occur frequently in backward speech. Using the
principal of Speech Complementarity (the
forwards and reverse relate to each other), it has
been noted that certain metaphors often appear
in the same forward context. For example if
someone was speaking forwards about being
motivated and directed in life they may use the
term, wolf, in reverse. Furthermore they may
describe this wolf in even more specific terms,
such as magnificent wolf, or sick wolf.  The
phrase, Goddess, is a common metaphor and it
often appears when people are speaking
forwards of hope for the future and their goals
and dreams. 

Many of the common metaphors and
their possible meanings have now been
compiled into a comprehensive Reverse Speech
Metaphor Dictionary. This dictionary now has
over a 1000 metaphors listed. With an
understanding of the metaphoric images,
amazing insights into the inner workings of the
unconscious mind can be obtained. For
example, someone who had no hope for the
future might say in reverse, "My Goddess is
blind" Someone who was living in poverty with
no motivation might say. "My sick wolf in the
slums."  

Given the prolific nature of these
metaphors, it has been proposed that at the
deepest levels of consciousness, the human
mind thinks in pictures and images, or
metaphors. These metaphors form the basics
building blocks of behaviour and personality.
By changing these metaphoric structures it is
possible to change the behaviour they represent.

The change is achieved using hypnosis
and visualisation. The client is placed into a
relaxed hypnotic state and asked to visualise in
their mind the metaphor as it had appeared in
their Reverse Speech transcript. For example, if
the reversal had said "The sultan in weeds," they
would be asked to visualise an image of a Sultan
caught in some weeds. Typically the client is
able to visualise the images very clearly. It is
assumed this is because we are actually using
their own metaphors as appeared in the
backward messages, thereby using the actual
language of the unconscious mind. The
metaphor is then changed by asking the client to
visualise them taking the Sultan out of the
weeds. Many clients describe the experience as
deeply emotional and spiritual, and most
experience change in their lives in the area that
the metaphor seemed to be influencing. 

Continued on Page 9

To Find Out More About David J Oates
and REVERSE SPEECH Go To

www.reversespeech.com
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Psychic  Readings  with  Amethyst  Wyldfyre

Greetings and thank you for visiting my site! Are you feeling lost or
overwhelmed? At a crossroads in your life? Have choices to make but
don't know which way to go? Confused by some of your experiences? Allow
me to assist. With years of experience working with people & with the
spiritual realm, a one-hour reading with me can help answer your
questions, lead you in the right direction, reduce your worries and fears,
validate your experiences and provide you greater inner peace. Call to
book an appointment - I AM here to assist you on your path. 

Readings  That  I  Offer:  Readings  That  I  Offer:  

I have three different types of live readings that I offer to those who are interested in
working with me. Readings are done over the phone and recorded for you to keep or if you
live in my area an inperson appointment can be arranged (in person appointments are
not recorded however you are free to bring your own recording equipment if you wish).. 

Crystal  ReadingsCrystal  Readings are where I use a variety of crystals to guide the reading and to
amplify the messages that are coming through from your guides, angels, spirit animals
and loved ones who have crossed over to the other side. You can check out the video above
to see more information about this type of reading. 

Destiny  ReadingsDestiny  Readings are readings where I work with your luminous energy field to scan for
impressions from karmic, ancestral or present life issues that are creating blockages in
your life and keeping you from moving forward. During a reading like this you can
expect a clearing process to occur as well as the possibility of one or more activations of
your field to "jumpstart" you and get you back on to the path that was intended for you
at the soul level when you incarnated into this life.

Channelled  ReadingsChannelled  Readings are readings where I open myself to the Archangelic Realm, the
Ascended Masters, your Guide Team and all beings of the highest levels of light who wish
to give you direct guidance and advice in the present moment to assist you in awakening
to your own Divine Presence. These readings often include in-the-moment channeled
excercises and activations, attunements, harmonizations and initiatory energy
transmissions. Visit my Website Today!

Amethyst  WyldfyreAmethyst  Wyldfyre

wwwwww.answersfr.answersfromyourangels.comomyourangels.com
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Typically visualisation journeys, or
Metawalks, are more complex and work with
several different metaphors at once. These
metaphors are written into a story. For example,
clients might be asked to visualise a desert and
have them find their wolf. They might go
hunting together and maybe find a nice river to
rest beside. There might be an eagle that joins
them, or a horse. At times, clients would be
taken on journeys to Camelot, or the Garden of
Eden. Whatever metaphors the reversals use is
what would be used as the trance images.

Usually another tape is done before the
visualisation journeys.. In this second taping the
client is asked to start talking about possible
solutions to their problem, even though they
may not know consciously what they were.
Some questions might be, "How do we take the
Sultan out the weeds?", or "What do you need to
achieve your goals?" Amazingly, in many cases
the backward messages will give specific
instructions on how to change the metaphor,
using phrases such as: "Warm me in the ship.",
"Use the Earl to free the Sultan." or "Send a
whirlwind to shift this devil out." 

Following the hypnosis sessions,
another tape is then recorded to see what
metaphoric changes had taken place and what,
if anything, still needed to be done. Backward
messages in this tape frequently show changes

taking place with backward messages such as:
"I've got a new wolf within me," "Living in the
Earth with joy," "My Sultan is free."

This technique has been used in the
therapeutic context now for almost 15 years
now with some amazing successes. Clients with
life long weight issues have been able to shed
their weight within a few months. Businessmen
have increased their income by addressing
unconscious blocks. Cancer patients have gone
into remission, depression relieved, marriages
saved and life long seemingly unsolvable
problems have been washed away with just a
few metawalks. It is an amazing process that
achieves remarkable success.

SUMMARY

Reverse Speech provides an amazing
look into the inner working of the mind. As this
article has shown, it has amazing applications in
many areas of life. Currently it is not well
known publicly but this is changing as more
people are trained to become Reverse Speech
Analysts and Practitioners. For more
information about Reverse Speech, its training
programs and therapeutic applications you can
visit the website at
http://www.reversespeech.com or call the main
Reverse Speech offices in the United States at
866-978-5910

To Find Out More About David J Oates
and REVERSE SPEECH Go To

www.reversespeech.com
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ARE UFOs REAL?ARE UFOs REAL?
TherThere e WWill Be Morill Be More Sightings / Contacts e Sightings / Contacts Than EverThan Ever

in the Next Few in the Next Few YYearsears
More than half of Americans are convinced UFOs exist. And 75% of Americans believe the U.S.
government knows more about them than it is letting on. But according to Dr. Jaysen Q. Rand, within
the next few years there will be simply no way to deny their existence any longer - not when sightings
and even open contact with them becomes common place in present-day human society.

Get ready for a story so shocking/revealing that it will make The 'X' Files look like a kid's bedtime
story. Drawing on Ancient prophecies, Dr. Rand reveals why an explosion in paranormal activity is set
to occur between now and the year 2012, and why life on Earth will be fundamentally changed by what
we experience within the context of realizing the reality of Planet-X.

He'll reveal:
* Why the return of the mysterious "Planet-X" - as predicted in religious texts and ancient

prophecy - will usher in one of the most turbulent periods in world history.
* Why 2009 will see the start of an explosion in contact with UFOs and alien races - and what

their true intentions will be towards the human race.
* The truth behind the infamous Mayan calendar, that predicts an end-to-time in 2012 - and its

connection to catastrophic global events we're all now about to experience. The end-of-time is a reality
beyond truth -- a truth which the ancient Indian societies appeared to know about and understand.

CREDENTIALS: A respected UFOlogist and researcher, Dr. Rand has earned distinctive recognition
and a Doctorate from the Russian Academy of Science in Moscow. He has written for several popular
UFO magazines and is also a gold/platinum Grammy-nominated producer, recording artist, songwriter
and publisher. His latest book is THE RETURN OF PLANET-X: And Its Effects on Mother Earth - A
Natural Disaster Survivor's Manual.

AVAILABILITY: Nationwide by arrangement and via telephone
CONTACT: Dr. Jaysen Q Rand, (662) 280-2181 (MS)

For book review request: email skipper@att.net
Book ordering: www.atlasbooks.com/markplc/01805/htm

Or call: 1 800-247-6553 / 1800-Book Log
P. O. Box 141 Horn Lake, MS 38637

Alien Alien Autopsy InquestAutopsy Inquest
byby

Philip MantlePhilip Mantle
The so-called Alien Autopsy film was released by London businessman Ray Santilli in
August of l995. It made newspaper and TV headlines around the world.  This film has gone
down in UFO history as the most controversial piece of film ever. At the forefront of
research into this film from the very beginning was former BUFORA Director of
Investigations Philip Mantle. He was the first recognised UFO researcher contacted by Ray
Santilli in l993 and he has been attempting to get to the bottom of this controversial film
ever since.

Now, for the very first time, Philip Mantle brings together 14 years worth of research and
investigation into one book; ‘Alien Autopsy Inquest’. This unique 280 page (illustrated)
work is published by PublishAmerica and is unique in every sense of the word. There is no
other book that is dedicated entirely to the Alien Autopsy film. This book looks at the film
from every conceivable angle, interviews and questions the relevant experts from around
the world, and presents the facts as we know them. At the end of the book a number of
possible scenarios are put forward to possibly explain the nature and origin of this
controversial film, but in the end the reader is left to make up their own mind. 

ALIEN ALIEN AUTAUTOPSYOPSY INQUESTINQUEST

NOWNOW AAVVAILABLEAILABLE

WWWWWW.AMAZON.COM.AMAZON.COM

VVisit Philip Mantle on line isit Philip Mantle on line 

atat

wwwwww.philipmantle.com.philipmantle.com
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One never knows what information will
show up, or where the information will come
from when doing UFO research. Sometimes it
comes from the witnesses themselves, or in
some cases a spouse, a child or other person
somehow related or acquainted with the
witness. Finding a "side-story" not related to a
UFO case can also be interesting when it's
found. Over the years I've enjoyed looking into
other interests fellow researchers have when not
doing UFO research. The in-depth interview
Wendy Connors and I did several years ago with
Walter Haut revealed his childhood in Chicago;
involvement in WWII with the 509th bomb
wing and other non-UFO related
accomplishments. Those little tidbits of
information give a better overview of the person
in my opinion, sometimes not otherwise known.

Such is the account I stumbled on

recently while doing a radio interview, when I
was asked if I could verify some information I
had never heard of before.

Everyone who is familiar with the 1947
Roswell Incident of course recognizes the name
"Mack" Brazel, the ranch foreman on the Foster
ranch near Corona in 1947, who found the
debris scattered across his pasture. By all
accounts "Mack" appears to have been a gentle
man, away from his family a lot while in charge
of the ranch, and trying to earn a living in the
1940s. After the Roswell Incident, his
interrogation by the military, and unwanted
notoriety, he apparently tried to remain that
gentle person, still a characteristic of ranchers in
the southwest United States today.

Apparently such was not the case with
"Mack's" uncle "Wayne" Brazel, back in the late
1800's and early 1900's, when the "wild west"
was still controlled by the six-shooter. As with
the 1947 Roswell Incident, the story I will share
about Jesse "Wayne" Brazel, "Mack's" uncle,
also contains controversy, but I can't pass up
sharing it. 

During the late 1800's two names
emerged which are forever remembered in the
annuals of the old west---Billy the Kid and
Sheriff Pat Garrett.

The legend of William H. Bonney (left),
(better known as Billy the Kid), became well
known over the years as being a vicious and

ruthless killer in the New Mexico Territory
during the 1800's. Many of his escapades have
been exaggerated over the years in books and
films, but there is no doubt that he was a wanted
man. After finally being captured, the "kid" shot
his way out of the second floor Lincoln County
jail on April 28, 1881, in Lincoln, New Mexico
(about 47 miles west of Roswell), killing
Sheriff Pat Garrett's deputies Bob Ollinger and
James Bell, and successfully escaped.

Although Pat Garrett (left) is best known for
killing Billy the Kid, many think he was one of
the most contradictory men in the history of the
American West. Depending on what can be
researched about Garrett, he is also accused of
being a woman chaser, drinker, gambler and a
man slow at paying his debts. His marriages
were also controversial affairs. About the time
of the Lincoln County War, Garrett became
Sheriff, with strong support from cattle baron
John Chisum. As Sheriff, his primary
responsibility was to track down Billy the Kid,
which he subsequently did, locking him up in
the Lincoln County jail, only to have the Kid
shoot two of Garrett's deputies while escaping.
Garrett tracked down Billy the Kid again, this
time at Fort Sumner, (about 80 miles north of
Roswell). The Kid was hiding at the house of
land baron Pete Maxwell, and around midnight
on July 14, 1881, Sheriff Pat Garrett was sitting
beside a bed talking to Maxwell when the Kid
stepped through the doorway. (Cont’d Page 12)
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He saw Garrett sitting there, but didn't
recognize him in the darkness. Instead, he drew
his revolver and hoarsely whispered, "Quien
es?" (Who is it?). Garrett fired and shot Billy
the Kid dead, putting an end to his young outlaw
life. 

Enter "Wayne" Brazel, the uncle of
"Mack" Brazel….

As the years passed by Garrett's troubles
increased because of his gambling, drinking,
and loss of allies. James P. Miller, who had a
reputation as a murderer was interested in
buying Garrett's Bear Canyon Ranch in
southern New Mexico. During the negotiations
Garrett informed Miller that a "goat man"
named "Wayne" Brazel (right) leased a portion
of the ranch and would have to be evicted.
When confronted Brazel refused to leave unless
he was paid $3.50 a head for his 1200 goats.
Miller agreed, and offered Garrett $3000.00 for
the ranch. Then Brazel raised the price and
Miller told Garrett the deal was off since he
didn't have that kind of money.

The next day, February 29, 1908, Garrett
and Carl Anderson, a relative of Miller's, set out
for Las Cruces in a buggy and caught up with
Brazel, who was on horseback. Garrett and
Brazel began arguing about the goats and
Garrett said, "it didn't make any difference
whether Brazel moved off of the property or
not, he (Garrett) would get him off the ranch
somehow."

From here on there are two accounts of
what took place next. One says Garrett climbed
out of the buggy and stepped to the rear of it to
relieve himself, carrying his folding shotgun in
his right hand, and turning his back on Brazel -
--who shot him twice in the back of the head.
The other account says that while the two were
arguing, Garrett reached under the buggy seat to
retrieve his shotgun and Brazel shot him. So a
little over a quarter century after Pat Garrett
shot Billy the Kid, he met his own demise from
a handgun.

Fourteen months later on April 19, 1909,
Brazel's case went before a twelve-man jury that
took 15 minutes to reach a verdict of "self
defense."

There are other accounts of who shot Pat
Garrett, for other reasons and where, but I
couldn't pass up the fact that Roswell witness
"Mack" Brazel's uncle "Wayne" is included,
hoping the reader will enjoy this return to the
"old wild west" near Roswell in the late 1800's
and early 1900's, when law and order were
much different than today.

Billy the Kid is buried at Ft Sumner
New Mexico where he met his end, amongst
much controversy whether the grave actually
contains the remains of the Kid or not.  Pat
Garrett was buried in Las Cruces, at the Odd
Fellows cemetery, on March 5, 1908. In the
1950's due to poor maintenance of the cemetery,
Garrett's son had his father's remains reinterred
at the Masonic Cemetery across the street.

As for "Wayne" Brazel, he married and
obtained a small ranch west of Lordsburg, New
Mexico a few years after killing Garrett. When
his wife died in 1913, he sold the property and

disappeared from public record. It is unknown
where he moved to after selling the property,
and his exact date of death is unknown, but
believed to have been around 1915.

Dennis G. Balthaser
Website: www.truthseekeratroswell.com

Email:     truthskr@roswell.net
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As a young man, Dennis Balthaser
would look into the night sky and wonder at the
secrets it held. Some years later Dennis bought
a book about UFOs and his wonder turned to
investigation.   Today he has a library with over
90 books in reference to ufology.

Dennis served 3 years ('59-62) with the
United States Army in the 815th Engineering
Battalion.

After some 33 years in Civil
Engineering, Dennis retired from the Texas
Department of Transportation in 1996. Having
been keenly interested in the Roswell Incident
of 1947, Dennis decided to move to Roswell,
New Mexico, to pursue his avocation: Ufology.

Initially Dennis worked as an
Engineering Consultant in Roswell,
volunteering his time at the International UFO
Museum and Research Center on weekends.
Nine months later he resigned from the
engineering firm, assuming the duties of
IUFOMRC Operations Manager, served on the
Board of Directors and became the UFO
Investigator for the Museum, as a full time
volunteer.

Due to his love of ufology, his
dedication and his exhaustive work, Dennis is
regarded as a leading investigator and ufologist
by his peers, communicating regularly with
such well known researchers as Stanton
Friedman, Donald R. Schmitt,   Wendy
Connors, and others in their quests to find the
truth. 

Currently, in that Dennis is no longer
affiliated with the Museum, he is able to devote
his full time as an independent
researcher/investigator to the Roswell Incident,
Area 51 and underground bases research,  and
frequently lectures on these and other topics,
related to ufology.

Dennis is a Certified Mutual UFO
Network Field Investigator, a member of Great
Pyramid of Giza Research Association, and
belongs to several ufology organizations.  
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We are greatly saddened to
report the sudden passing of "TalkStar
Kim" the co-host of our morning show.
Kim Matthews, as regular listeners
will know, was also the Production
Director of WSTV and was the person
largely responsible for its popularity.
Kim was an energetic and talented
person who started with White Springs
Media as a radio show producer and
board operator at our radio network
studios in White Springs, Florida.
When we launched the TV network a
few years ago, Kim stepped up and
volunteer to learn the TV business. She
is loved and respected by the people
with whom she worked and the public
she entertained and informed. 

It is hard to think of what the
mornings will be like without the
banter between Kim and Ed. We have
already been getting calls from
listeners saying saying they are missing the
radio show. It is now our sad duty to
report the reason why the show isn't
being aired. The bright light of her
humor and grace has been dimmed.
But, Kim Matthews will not be soon
forgotten.

Victor Ives
TalkStar Radio Network

www.talkstarradio.com
www.whitesprings.tv
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UFO LANDINGUFO LANDING PPADAD
SSt. Paulm t. Paulm AlberAlbertata

Conception - Mr. John Lagassé, the soul of St.
Paul's Centennial Project, states in a letter to
C.B.A. International, Yokohama, Japan: " The
basic idea of the landing pad came from Mr.
W.R. Treleaven of Hamilton, ON and Mr. Ken
Reed of Calgary AB. Margo Lagassé argued
that this would be an excellent Centennial
Project to all that would hear across Canada.
The promotion of it was handled by the St. Paul
Centennial Committee". 

~ Weight: 130 tons. 
~ Hon. Grant MacEwan, Lieutenant Governor
of Alberta, officiated at the sod turning
ceremony. 

Design
~ A map of Canada is embossed in its backstop,
made of stones provided by each province in
Canada with each provincial flag flown atop the
backstop.  
~ A time capsule was built into the backstop,
inserted with letters addressed to Canadians, to
be opened June 3rd, 2067. 

Inauguration 
~ On June 3rd, 1967 the Hon. Paul Hellyer,
Minister of Defense, flew in by helicopter to
officially open the Pad. The pad was one of
over 100 Centennial Projects organized by the
town. 
~ In 1967, Mr. John Fisher, Centennial
Commissioner, proclaimed St. Paul "Centennial
Star of Canada". 

Tourist Information Center
In 1990, St. Paul's Mayor Paul Langevin began
toying with some sketches for a new tourist
booth. In 1992, construction began on the
rounded building designed as a UFO to
complement the adjacent Landing Pad. The
booth, completed within budget, opened for
business in May 1993, with the official opening
held July 1, 1993. It is also home to the St. Paul
& District Chamber of Commerce.

UFO Hotline
1-888-SEE-UFOS 

1-888-733-8367

Construction - 
~ The building project was assumed by Car
Ouells Construction Co. of St. Paul. 
~ Cost $11,000 with no public funds provided
for its construction. 
~ Canada Cement and Island Cement provided
the cement; Hector Steel provided the
reinforcements; the engineer Alex Mair,
provided the plans and specifications 
~ Built at the main entrance to the recreation
Grounds on land donated by the town of St. Paul 
~ Six 30 inch pylons from the main column
made of concrete reinforced with steel. 
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Paul MinPaul Minarar
The Complete NumerThe Complete Numerologistologist

It's been over 25 years since the channeled essence of Pythagoras instructed Paul to write
a book on Numerology. Since then, Paul has practiced, studied and researched the ancient
art, always guided by the Spirit of his Mentor until, at last, the book has come into being.

» Numerology for fast, easy decision making
» The numbers--alphabet connection

» The nine parts of God's creative geometry
» Discovering your numerical DNA

» Creating successful outcomes
» Change your name, change your destiny

» Numerology for animals

and much more!

Paul Minar
Numerologist

UFO Interpretive Center - In 1996, an addition was built to the existing Tourist Information Center to house a
UFO Interpretive Display. This is an opportunity to see actual photographs of UFOs, crop circles and cattle
mutilations and is designed to educate. It explains the various degrees of sightings - first kind, second kind, etc.
and shows ingenious methods to hoax the public. You decide! Purchased from the J. allen Hynek Center for UFO
Studies in San Francisco, USA, it is one of the two existing displays in North America. 
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In 1967, I put together a questionnaire
that was originally designed as an attempt to
establish a pattern profile of paranormally
talented individuals, contemporary mystics, and
spiritually inspired men and women.
Admittedly, in the beginning, I primarily used
the questions as a guideline for conducting
interviews on a one-to-one basis. These were
pretty much basic questions, such as "At what
age did you begin to develop mediumship?"
"How often do you experience telepathy or
clairvoyance?" "Do you believe that you have a
spirit guide?"

About 1969, interviewees surprised me
by departing from the sequence of the questions
to begin to speak spontaneously about their
having dreams or memories of having come to
Earth from some other planet. Some saw
themselves as arriving on some kind of
expeditionary unit in prehistoric times. Others
perceived themselves as survivors seeking
refuge from a devastating interplanetary war.
Still others beheld themselves as beings of light,
moving through space, reaching Earth and
acquiring physical form.

By 1972, the Steiger Questionnaire of
UFO, Paranormal, and Mystical Experiences
had grown to include far more questions than
those on my first elementary note pad, and even
greater numbers of individuals began to report
their extraterrestrial or multidimensional
memories or dream scenarios. In 1987, I
combined elements in my questionnaire with
the research of Sherry Hansen, who, in 1970,
had developed a similar list of questions.

Soon after we began as research
partners, we married, and while we have now
authored and co-authored many books on many

subjects, we continue to receive a steady flow of
emails regarding the alien dreams and memories
of hundreds of men and women. We also
continue to keep the statistics of the
questionnaire updated. 

As of 2008, over 40,000 individuals
from all over the planet have returned the
Steiger Questionnaire of UFO, Paranormal, and
Mystical Experiences.

Of that number-- 
* 59% have had dreams or memories in

which they were viewing a city or a planet made
of crystal

*69% have vivid dreams or memories in
which they are in a spacecraft and viewing
Earth from a perspective far away from the
planet

*54% perceive themselves in dream or
memory scenarios as being an actual member of
a UFO crew

*43% state that they have dreams or
memories in which they observe themselves
coming to Earth as Being of Light

*44% have dreams in which they are
drawn aboard a UFO to receive instructions and
counsel *85% believe that they have lived a
prior existence on another planet or in another
dimension

*53% experienced dreams or memories
in which they see Earth as it might have
appeared in prehistoric times

For purposes of research and discussion,
we have termed the vast majority of our
respondents and interviewees as belonging to
four general groups that we have termed the
"Refugees," the "Utopians," the "Energy
Essences," and "The Helpers."

The Refugee Alien scenario surfaced
from men and women who claimed memories
of having come to Earth after they had fled their
native planet because of great civil wars or
cataclysmic natural disasters.

In some cases, they seemed to recall
having come to this planet on a kind of
reconnaissance mission and crash-landed here.
In any case, the aliens ended up trapped on
Earth, unable to return to their home planet.
They described themselves as humanlike in
appearance.

The Utopians seemed to form the largest
category among our interviewees. They
appeared to be deliberate planetary colonizers
who erected their space domes wherever they
traveled in memory of the lifestyle on their
world of origin. They were themselves dome-
headed, suggestive of a highly evolved brain
capacity, and were similar in all recognizable
aspects to Homo sapiens. We labelled them
"Utopians" because their descriptions of their
social and political structures seemed so
idealistically perfect. 

The Energy Essences were the strangest
of all. These interviewees spoke of existences as

disembodied entities of pure energy, yet with
awareness. In a sense, they were mind/spirit
essences, which were able to exist on even
inhospitable, barren planets--or in space itself.

In our opinion, these entities were not at
all to be confused with angelic intelligences. In
many cases, these essences drifted rather
purposelessly through space. In other instances,
they approached specific planets with the
intention of inhabiting already existing physical
bodies.

As I suggested, we gained the most
information about the Utopians. We heard of a
planet with a reddish sky and with two moons.
The cities and the individual homes were
described as having been of crystal or some
material, which was crystalline in effect. The
buildings appeared translucent for the most part,
but we also heard descriptions of the sun
reflecting off spires and turrets. We were often
told that the cities were sheltered under
protective domes. 

The subjects who recalled lives as
Utopians expressed a great nostalgia for the
culture of that lost planet. The cities seemed to
be run according to the ideals of a perfect
democracy. Citizens enjoyed total freedom
without the harsh by-products of civilization--
crime, hunger, and poverty.

Family units as we know them did not
seem to exist. Communal living, of a sort,
seemed to prevail, although each person had his
individual space and privacy. 

Numerous interviewees testified that the
Utopians ate very sparingly, most often of a
concentrated food that was made into a soup-
like mixture. The culture was completely
vegetarian with no flesh foods of any kind being
consumed.

Most of the Utopians remembered
themselves as slender, quite short, with big-
domed heads. Although they had little body hair
and no beards or moustaches, they did mention
longish golden hair and eyelashes. Their skin
was most often said to be of golden-brown
complexion, and their eyes were of a similar
color.

Music seemed to be an intrinsic element
in their culture, and we were told that it was
primarily a free form, no repetitive sound that
often became a part of their thoughts. 

In contrast to the tranquil, gentle lives of
the Utopians, the Refugees' memories and
dreams were filled with accounts of violent civil
wars, burning cities, global holocausts. Many
reported that they had fled the planet before it
exploded.

Continued on Page 15
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sapiens] of this world.

Apparently, in this scientific work she
did, she was cruel and uncaring to these
creatures.

But something happened. One day she
realized these beings had feelings. One of the
creatures had taken her hand one day and
caressed it. Monica realized then that just
because one may have the knowledge to create
a life form, doesn't give one the right to abuse a
life form.

A Massachusetts social worker told us
her memories of having lived on a planet where
the inhabitants were basically humanlike in
appearance, spoke a language known as Sumer,
and sent emissaries to Earth to design the
pyramids as transmitters of an energy system
known as Usan.

She went on to inform us of her
recollection of having been sent to Earth by a
"Council of Twelve."

According to her memories:
We were responsible for the miracles

recorded in the book of Exodus. We parted the
Red Sea. Our craft created the columns of fire
and of smoke, which led the Israelites. We
rained manna from the skies to feed the
wandering tribes, and we even located water for
them, cracking apart the ground to cause it to
well up.

A forty-three-year-old industrial
consultant from Arkansas vividly recalled
memories of a life as a "starcraft engineer" who
was on board a vehicle that was forced to crash-
land on Earth during an expedition to gather raw
materials for industrial processing.

All our systems were failing, and the
pilots could barely keep the craft under control.
We had lost most of our drive system, and we
were preparing to die in the impact of the
crash.... My readouts were going mad, and
when I glanced out the porthole, I could see the
surface of Earth approaching.

After the crash landing in what is now
northern Europe-we discovered that the pilots
had managed to touch down with only minor
damage. But, tragically, although the
engineering crew worked for months to attempt
a repair, we could not get us space borne again.
We couldn't even get our emergency signals to
muster up enough strength to have a chance to
rescue.

I died in what is now Germany, and I
lived several lifetimes on Earth prior to my
present existence. I feel trapped here. I still want
to get back to my home planet. []

Alien Memories andAlien Memories and
DrDreamseams
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The accounts of a beleaguered, dying
planet began to sound so reminiscent of tales of
the legendary Atlantis that we speculated
whether or not that memory which seemed so
indelibly etched in humankind's collective
unconscious might not have actually occurred
on another planet light years away in space.

Although the Refugees were generally
less able to provide us with the kind of detailed
information about their culture, which the
Utopians had given us, we found a number of
these subjects concerned with the recall of
antigravity devices, cancer cures. fireproofing
formulas, and other advantages of their
advanced technology.

Most of their memories, however, were
cluttered with survival thoughts and plans of
escape from their doomed world. We did
eventually manage to interview a number of
subjects who seemed to have shared lives in the
priest craft of a temple on this planet, but they,
too, remembered more of the destruction of the
building than their daily rituals.

Most typical of the Refugee regressions
were graphic descriptions of immense portions
of their planet being ripped apart by explosions
and of large numbers of the population being
annihilated. We also heard from several subjects
describing fiery crash landings on Earth or on
other planets, as their war-damaged spacecraft
failed to negotiate proper landings. 

By 1979, we began to hear from
increasingly large numbers of questionnaire
respondents who claim to recall coming to Earth
for the express purpose of assuming
incarnations on the planet as part of an extended
mission of raising the level of humankind's
consciousness. We named them, The Helpers.

Typical of such reports is the one sent to
us by A.M., a schoolteacher from Colorado:

In this dream, I am in a place of great
(but not blinding) light. Other "beings" are
there. It seems that we are in a rather large,
round object which hovers a short distance
above Earth. I am being shown a chute like
passageway leading downward, and I am given
to understand that I am to go through this chute.

My feelings about descending are not
those of joy, but more like necessity or duty.
This all seems to be part of the Plan. My last
awareness is of passing downward ... toward the
Earth.

There is no feeling of threat or danger,
merely some sadness at separation from the
other beings. The dream ends. The images
remain.

A woman secretary in the California
school district informed us that she
"remembered" volunteering to come to Earth.
Her role was to be that of one of a group of
counsellors who would assist Earth to evolve
spiritually. On her planet of origin, she was a
scientist who worked with channelling light as a
source of energy.

According to her alien memories, her
first life experience on Earth occurred in the
Yucatan, where she was regarded as an oracle
and where, for a time, she experimented with

hypnotic drugs, which had been carefully
devised to enable the native people to establish
closer telepathic contact with her.

Jay of Ontario, has his Ph.D. in
Educational Psychology, and a belief that this is
his first incarnation on Earth:

I volunteered to embark upon a specific
mission, now nearing the completion of its first
phase. It is my understanding that it is my
mission to discover and to develop the skills
needed to help my fellow human beings,
whether they are homo sapiens or homo astrolis. 

I also understand that I now have two
parts of a three-part puzzle.

The first part involves the fundamental
importance of the ways we perceive reality.
These perceptions, the operation of which we
are largely unaware, can serve to help or to
hinder our progress, depending on whether or
not they reveal or mask our true pathways.

The second aspect relates to the ways in
which we apply our perceptions, as a build-up
of others or as a put-down of them or ourselves.
Considerable skill is needed here, since put-
downs are often subtle and overtly
unintentional.

I can only guess, at this point, the basis
of the third part. I have been told to work on
these two for a while, to get their details, and
that the third will come. With the third, the
golden chain will be complete and the window
will open. 

Another interviewee from Ontario, a
thirty-two-year-old man, stated that he can
recall each of his five previous lifetimes on this
planet, and in each prior existence he has served
as a contact point for UFO intelligences: 

On my native planet, I was a dream
interpreter. I was sent to Earth to help prepare
Earthlings for the coming UFO contact on a
global basis.

I lived in a city of light, of crystal
buildings, where everything was peace and
harmony. I used dreams to interpret any
forthcoming health problems and to help people
better understand themselves. We had
conquered pain and suffering by our mental
abilities-and these are gifts that we will one day
be able to give to Earthlings.

Interestingly, we have heard from a
number of members of Native American tribes
who seem to fit into this fourth category of
aliens on assignments of raising Earth
awareness.

A Cherokee physicist, who now lives in
Alabama, not only had recall of a past life in the
Pleiades, but he was also able to fit his alien
memories together with tribal legends that his
people had come from another world:

We lived in domed cities with
translucent walls. We could fly, communicate
with animals, and transport ourselves instantly
to other parts of our world.

I remember our city as a golden color--a
place of great beauty and calm. 

I came with others from my planet to
help Earth through its birth pains into an
intergalactic community and oneness. We were
members of the priest craft in ancient Egypt; we
were alchemists in the middle Ages; we are
scientists and clergy in the modern world. 

A woman named Monica remembers
being a scientist from another world who
participated in creating the first crude [Homo
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It is estimated that 4 million "junk" telephone
calls, phone solicitations by persons or
programmed machine are made every day in
the United States!   

It takes glass one million years to decompose,
which means it never wears out and can be
recycled an infinite amount of times!

Forest fires move faster uphill than downhill!

Almost half the newspapers in the world are
published in the United States and Canada!

The two-foot long bird called a Kea that lives in
New Zealand likes to eat the strips of rubber
around car windows!

Most lipstick contains fish scales!

Skepticisms is the longest word that alternates
hands when typing!

One ragweed plant can release as many as one
billion grains of pollen!

It's illegal to drink beer out of a bucket while
you're sitting on a curb in St. Louis!

No piece of square dry paper can be folded
more than 7 times in half!

A group of geese on the ground is a gaggle, a
group of geese in the air is a skein!

More Strange Facts on Page 42

SStrange Factstrange Facts
Saturday mail delivery in Canada was
eliminated by Canada Post on February 1, 1969!

In Tokyo, a bicycle is faster than a car for most
trips of less than 50 minutes!

There are 18 different animal shapes in the
Animal Crackers cookie zoo!

Should there be a crash, Prince Charles and
Prince William never travel on the same
airplane as a precaution!

Your body is creating and killing 15 million red
blood cells per second!

The king of hearts is the only king without a
moustache on a standard playing card!

There are no clocks in Las Vegas gambling
casinos!   

There is one slot machine in Las Vegas for every
eight inhabitants!

Every day 20 banks are robbed. The average
take is $2,500!

The most popular first name in the world is
Muhammad!

Tablecloths were originally meant to be served
as towels with which dinner guests could wipe

their hands and faces after eating!

Tourists visiting Iceland should know that
tipping at a restaurant is considered an insult!

One car out of every 230 made was stolen last
year!   

The names of Popeye's four nephews are
Pipeye, Peepeye, Pupeye, and Poopeye!

Until the nineteenth century, solid blocks of tea
were used as money in Siberia!

The Nobel Peace Prize medal depicts three
naked men with their hands on each other's
shoulders!

When glass breaks, the cracks move faster than
3,000 miles per hour. To photograph the event,
a camera must shoot at a millionth of a second!

A Boeing 747 airliner holds 57,285 gallons of
fuel!

A car uses 1.6 ounces of gas idling for one
minute. Half an ounce is used to start the
average automobile!

A lightning bolt generates temperatures five
times hotter than those found at the sun's
surface!

A violin contains about 70 separate pieces of
wood!
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Dreams......

Dreams are a psychological and spiritual experience
that are trying to give you information, solve a
problem, tell you something about your life, yourself,
your health, your children, your relationships, home

and  family. Dreams are an untapped resource and I can help guide
you to unlock the secrets of your mind.

Dreams- Prophecy- Intuition. 

Open yourself up to the magic inside of you! Feel empowered and full
of life. Take your next step with guidance from Dr. Ruth Frances
Hoskins. Learn how your nighttime dreams can make you more
aware of yourself, your future, and with focus and intention on your
part, and interpreting messages from your dreams, your unconscious
mind with Dr. Ruth Frances Hoskins, you can find your way to a
happier and more balanced life. Let your unconscious mind guide
you with intuitive direction from Dr. Ruth Frances Hoskins. Call
today at 215-242-6106 for your confidential phone interview. or visit
http//www.RelaxationInternational.com

Office visits available by appointment.

Ruth Hoskins, Ph.D., H.H.S. (Holistic Health
Sciences) LCSW, BCD, author of Dream Moments,
The Voice in Your Dreams Prophecy and Intuition is
the founder of Effortless Meditation Technique
(EMT) to enhance your moods and dreams. She is
recognized in the 2005 National Register's of Who's

Who in Executives and Professionals. Ruth earned her Ph.D. in
Holistic Health Sciences and completed research on Dream
Incubation, the ability to solve problems during sleep.

A trainer for Fortune 500 companies, licensed psychotherapist, stress
management consultant, certified relationships counselor, and
approved critical incident stress trainer, Ruth is a national speaker
presenting information on creativity, intuition, prophecy, and
dreams. She is the author of several products to enhance one's mood
including, No Time for Down Time? and Dream Moments The Voice
in Your Dreams Prophecy and Intuition. She is the producer of
audios Easy Stress Solutions for You, Wholeness Words Guided
Visualization, and Active Relaxation. Ruth is available to speak
nationwide. Email Relaxwithruth@gmail.com 

wwwwww.RelaxationInternational.com.RelaxationInternational.com
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by by 
David David VVossoss

Most physicists can probably remember
where they were when they first heard of
Stanley Pons and Martin Fleischmann. On 23
March 1989 the two electrochemists grabbed
the world's attention by announcing at a press
conference in Salt Lake City, Utah, that they
had observed controlled nuclear fusion in a
glass jar. The excess heat measured in the
experiment offered the promise of a new power
source for the planet, as well as huge financial
rewards.

However, it is clear that world energy
production has not been affected in any way by
cold fusion. No experiment has so far convinced
the sceptics that cold fusion is real, and most of
the big funding sources, which threw money at
quick experiments in the early days of cold
fusion, have pulled out. Retired particle
physicist Douglas Morrison, one of the more
persistent critics of cold fusion, says that after
ten years there is "less science, fewer scientists,
fewer funds, [although there are] more potential
investors". 

But cold fusion is not dead and buried. A
dedicated circle of enthusiasts has kept the
flame alive to varying degrees, carrying out
jury-rigged experiments in garages and
basements, and one or two more conventional
institutions still have an interest. Although
governments such as those of the US and Japan
have officially pulled out, the cold-fusion
faithful say that several government agencies
are still giving money to the field, including the
US Department of Defense. And the Italian and
French governments are still supporting
research in a small number of labs, according to
one cold-fusion insider.

Fusion on a lab bench
A couple of palladium electrodes in heavy water
and any high-school kid could do it, it was said.
Pons, in the chemistry department at the
University of Utah, and his mentor Martin
Fleischmann, of Southampton University in the
UK, claimed at the press conference in 1989
that they had fused deuterium nuclei using
routine electrochemical techniques on their lab
bench. This was a huge claim to make - nuclear
fusion had been thought possible only at
temperatures in excess of a million degrees,
when nuclei could overcome Coulomb
repulsion. The only cold fusion that had been
detected until then was the kind mediated by
muons, seen in accelerator experiments in the
1950s, and then only at minuscule rates. 

Indeed, questions were soon raised
about the reliability of Pons and Fleischmann's
nuclear measurements, given their lack of
experience in quantitative isotope analysis.

Soon after they announced their findings,
laboratories around the world tried but failed to
replicate their results. In the rush to duplicate
the cold-fusion results, chemists began
attempting nuclear physics, and physicists tried
to be electrochemists. In the months that
followed many labs rushed into experiments,
and hastily announced confirmation of cold
fusion before they had carried out adequate
controls. They then had to make equally speedy
retractions when the experiments did not
succeed. 

Eventually, a group at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) found serious
flaws in the gamma-ray spectra that Pons and
Fleischmann offered as proof. This was to be
the death knell, and the final nails in the coffin
of cold fusion were hammered in by a US
Department of Energy panel that concluded in
October 1989 that there was nothing to cold
fusion. This in turn spawned bitter accusations
that hot-fusion physicists and particle physicists
were out to get the cold-fusion community. 

The University of Utah continued to
press forward with a cold-fusion research
institute, but that lab was eventually disbanded
in 1991 when it failed to replicate the earlier
results. Pons and Fleischmann departed in 1992
for the south of France, where the Technova
company, a subsidiary of the Toyota car
company, funded a new laboratory called
IMRA. As time went on, all but the diehards
gave up, and the major reputable labs lost
interest and dropped out of the experimental

game. 
Work on cold fusion continued in

several countries, notably Japan, and this was
often cited by cold-fusion believers as evidence
that that US would be left in the dust when the
new world energy order finally dawned. But in
1997 Japan's government finally gave up. And
in 1998 IMRA was closed, having spent
something like £12m on cold-fusion work. Then
in March 1998 something of a milestone may
have been reached. The University of Utah
finally gave up its struggle to obtain worldwide
patents on Pons and Fleischmann's work,
having been legally bound to pursue patents
until last year. The rights now revert to Pons and
Fleischmann themselves, should they choose to
continue the pursuit of patents. 

Sporadic reports have continued to
trickle in from various small research efforts,
but in each case the results have proved erratic
or impossible for other groups to replicate. It
appeared to be a classic case of what the Nobel
chemist Irving Langmuir called "pathological
science", in which the results are always near
the limit of detectability and the proponents
always have an ad hoc answer as to why. Yet the
defenders of cold fusion have soldiered on, a
number of them merging with a network of
conspiracy theorists, psychic spoon-benders,
UFO enthusiasts and believers in other exotic
physical phenomena outside the ken of science.

Continued on Page 18
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Cold fusion: the culturCold fusion: the culturee

Cold fusion may have been written off
by the scientific community at large, but it has
entered cultural consciousness in interesting
ways. Hollywood embraced the subject in 1997
in the action movie The Saint. Just before the
female physicist and the leading man fall into
bed for the happy ending, a mythical post-
Yeltsin Russia is saved from demented Moscow
mafia types by limitless energy generated by
electrodes in a bottle. Pons and Fleischmann,
though only invoked in the early scenes of the
film, stand vindicated. Another film called
Breaking Symmetry has just been produced by
former MIT materials science professor Keith
Johnson. Here, the evil hot-fusion scientists,
attempting to protect their millions of tokamak
research dollars, engage in various dirty tricks
to squelch the discovery of real cold fusion at a
fictional lab. 

Cold fusion has even been turned into a
game. Trevor Pinch of the Science and
Technology Studies Department at Cornell
University created a hypertext game in which
you pretend to be an experimenter trying to
replicate the Pons and Fleischmann experiment.
Depending on what choices you make, you end
up either with your reputation intact or a career
in tatters. Cold fusion lives on in other ways too:
there is a software product called Cold Fusion
for hooking databases to Web sites, a rock band
with that name in the US, and a sports
equipment company that makes snowboards.

Cold fusion ten years onCold fusion ten years on

What has become of the original
protagonists? Martin Fleischmann apparently
had a nasty falling out with Stanley Pons over
the direction of research at IMRA and returned
to Southampton in1995, where he is still
working on theoretical models of cold fusion. In
a recent phone interview, Fleischmann told
Physics World that he just got fed up with his
ideas being ignored. He is apparently still
collaborating with scientists in the UK and
working with Italian scientists to set up a cold-
fusion programme. Looking back, he insists that
he was thoroughly opposed to any public
announcement of the cold-fusion results from
the very beginning, but that the University of
Utah insisted on a press conference. 

Less is known about the activities of
Stanley Pons. He has reportedly become a
French citizen and now lives on a farm
somewhere in the south of France. Owing to
bitterness at his treatment by the press and the
scientific establishment, he will not speak with
anyone outside a small circle of friends and
sympathetic cold-fusion researchers. But
sources close to Pons say that he is attempting
to re-establish himself in electrochemistry
research by collaborating with scientists in
France, although not in cold fusion. 

There are, however, people still active in
cold-fusion research. A company in Sarasota,

Florida, called Clean Energy Technology
(CETI) has reported a process that, they say,
produces excess heat and converts radioactive
isotopes into non-radioactive material, all in an
electrochemical cell containing common-or-
garden water. Because cold fusion is the
phenomenon that dare not speak its name, CETI
is careful to distance itself from the original
Pons and Fleischmann work. The principals of
CETI are James Patterson, a retired chemist,
and his grandson James Reding, a former
investment banker. In contrast to Pons and
Fleischmann, who were not able to gain patents
in the US, CETI has been granted a number of
patents for its devices. 

The CETI cell contains palladium-
coated plastic beads in a glass flow chamber
through which an electric current is passed.
Reding says that the company has raised several
million dollars to develop the device. On its
Web site, CETI says that the US Department of
Energy visited them and wrote an encouraging
letter, but a spokesman at the DOE says that this
was just a standard letter thanking CETI for
their invitation to tour the company. One
independent researcher who tried to reproduce
the work, Barry Merriman of the University of
California at San Diego, reports that no excess
heat was seen in his experiment. At one time,
CETI sold kits to interested researchers, but that
has apparently ceased. 

One of the early collaborators with
CETI, George Miley, a professor of nuclear
engineering at the University of Illinois, claims
that he has been able to obtain results with the
CETI cell in his own laboratory and, moreover,
says that he has observed transmutation of
elements. Using beads coated with layers of
nickel and palladium, Miley says he has
observed a range of elements being created
electrochemically. Even so, the results have not
convinced other researchers, who raise
questions about contamination and
misinterpretation of the data. For instance,
Richard Blue, formerly of Michigan State
University, believes the processes going on
inside the CETI cell are purely chemical, rather
than nuclear. "There are several different
elements in the secondary ion mass spectrum,
all with the correct natural abundance ratios, "
he says. "The source is an assorted mess of
chemical contaminants deposited on the beads
through long hours of electrolysis. This is not
evidence for any nuclear reaction process." 

Another claim that has attracted
attention comes from Les Case, a retired
chemical engineer in New Hampshire. Case
claims that he has constructed a closed system
consisting of palladium-coated carbon pellets
and deuterium gas that creates helium-4, one of
the possible products of deuterium fusion, when
heated. However, Case's cells were examined at
Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, in Oak
Ridge, by Lynn Marshall, who says that the
amount of helium he measured was the same as
background levels. "There was a substantial
amount of air in the sample, " says Marshall, "so
there must have been leakage at some point."
Moreover, he explained, the metal bottles that
Case sent had fairly low-tech valves that could
have easily passed helium either in or out. 

The Case cell is now being studied by
veteran cold-fusion researcher Michael
McKubre at the Stanford Research Institute,

using mass spectroscopy to evaluate the helium
production. He says that the results are so far
inconclusive, but he is planning to discuss his
findings at the meeting of the American
Physical Society in Atlanta this month. "I'm not
going to report anything that I'm not 100% sure
of, " he says. "The field has been embarrassed
by premature announcements too many times in
the past." 

Overall, the experimental situation
remains murky. In spite of the claims by cold-
fusion proponents that "hundreds of successful
experiments" have provided evidence of
tabletop nuclear reactions, the results are not
clear cut and are beset by complexity. Hundreds
of erratic findings do not necessarily add up to
solid proof. 

One excuse given for the lack of clear
results is low funding. Estimates of cold-fusion
funding are difficult at best, but when all the
salaries and lab equipment are added up, the
cost may total hundreds of millions of dollars -
a large number for a phenomenon supposedly
achievable on a tabletop. The retort is often
given that hot-fusion research has run into the
billions, but no one doubts the existence of
deuterium-tritium fusion in a hot plasma. No
such statement is possible about cold fusion. 

Proponents also bemoan lack of access
to scientific journals to communicate their
work, yet we now have the Internet. Could they
not distribute all of the experimental results on-
line for critical comment, perhaps on one of the
many pre-print servers now available? Part of
the problem is that, from the start, many cold-
fusion researchers have wanted it both ways -
scientific acceptance as well as untold riches via
proprietary patent rights. Whatever the next ten
years will hold for cold fusion, the field will
continue to be a feast for the sociologists of
science studying the many ways that research
findings become reality, or not.

Publishers Note: This article in this edition of
The ‘X’ Chronicles WayBack Machine was
originally published on March 1 1999.

Rob McConnell’Rob McConnell’s Editorials Editorial
Continued frContinued from Page 2om Page 2

7. KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE TEMP -
Set your thermostat above room temperature in
the summer and below room temperature in the
winter. For each degree you adjust, you can save
five per cent on your utility bill and one per cent
on your energy use.

8. BRIGHT IDEAS - Replace
incandescent light bulbs with compact
fluorescent bulbs (CFLs). A CFL uses only 25
per cent as much energy as an incandescent bulb
and lasts 10 times longer.

9. DON'T DUMP IT - BLUE BOX IT! -
The simple act of recycling has more impact on
the environment than the average Canadian
thinks. The amount of wood and paper North
Americans throw away each year is enough to
heat five million homes for 200 years.

10. TELL SOMEONE - This is a great
opportunity to brag. Tell someone what you're
doing to make the world a better place. Support
the cause. Encourage them to get involved too!

Make a difference because even
extraterrestrials, ghosts and Bigfoot will need a
cleaner planet to exist on. []
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“Ralph EEllis nnever cceases tto aamaze mme! HHis bbooks aare ggoing tto cchange tthe
way tthat wwe llook aand tthink aabout tthe hhistory oof tthis pplanet bby tthe hhonesty
and iintegrity tthat rreaders wwill ffind bbetween tthe ccovers oof aall bbooks wwritten
by RRalph. II always llook fforward tto hhim ccoming bback tto TThe ‘‘X’ ZZone.”

Rob MMcConnell, HHost && Executive PProducer, TThe ’’X’ ZZone.
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About Richard, About Truth, About Spirit

An internationally-known expert in spiritual matters,
Richard's gifts of discernment have brought relief to
many seeking messages from loved ones and
explanations of Spiritual Laws ranging from health
issues to hauntings.  Not only does Richard have
extensive experience in lecturing and healing, he has
consulted clientele ranging from law officials, medical
facility boards, Vatican priests, Fortune 500 executives
to affiliates of the Smithsonian.  For a span of three

decades, with media's notable endorsements, people have found comfort, truth and
tools in solving their spiritual and life issues through Richard's reach.

Whether the interest is guidance, clairvoyant advice and messages, dehaunting,
blessings, private workshops, or investigations, his testimonials on the website and
his public record put him in a position to serve as an "expert advisor to the experts"
as well as to researchers or folks in need of clarity or assistance.  Richard has
knowledge of diverse faiths and religions and calls upon them when they may best
be employed. You will find Richard to be among the most successful, versatile,
tactful, knowledgeable, and engaging in teaching or assisting in all matters of
spirit.  Being a colleague and repeated guest of Rob McConnell's show, his great
fortune with The 'X' Zone Radio & TV Show and subsequent success with these
patrons, makes this venue is a likely place to make his gifts, skills and experience
available.

About Services
" Spiritual Guidance - by telephone or in person
" Paranormal Expertise/Investigation - solve and change spiritual      
environments
" Classes & Lectures - Our catalog or your request
" Guest Speaker/Interviews - "enthusiastic and eager"
" Healing -teaching and providing diverse modalities
" Marriages/Civil Unions - CT Justice of the Peace; Interfaith Minister
" Customized services for individual or group needs

To join our email list, for more information, to schedule services or other
inquiries, please visit 

www.richardpjackson.com, 
Email rich22jack@yahoo.com, or Phone us at 203-387-7725

Could What Happened to Atlantis Happen Again?

Is the True Reason for Global Warming a Polar Shift, and Will
America Become the Next Lost Continent? 

• ForeWord Magazine Clarion Review
"Aficionados of legends will find the blend of humor, suspense and
mythology to their liking.  The Atlanteans's strong plot, interesting
and sympathetic characters, and a storyline rich with the arcane
legends of a lost civilization are guaranteed to keep the reader's
interest well afloat." 

• “A great novel that will inspire readers to take a close look at the
world around them.” Rob McConnell - The ‘X’ Zone Radio Show

• Available at Amazon, Barnes & Noble and through booksellers
worldwide.   Hardback, 441-pages, ISBN #978 059 566 7352.  To
read a Brief Synopsis of the story, a one-page Prophesy and Reviews,
please visit:

www.TheAtlanteans.com 

MISS BONNIE'S MISS BONNIE'S 
Intuitive Intuitive ArArts Institutets Institute

AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO 
HOLISTIC EDUCATION AND 
SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT

Starting This Fall, MISS BONNIE will be
teaching via WEBINARS! If you've always

wanted to learn how to tap into your talents and gifts, these classes
are for you!! Are you ready to stretch yourself? YES YOU ARE!

Go to www.bonnie444.com and click on INTUITIVE ARTS to learn
about the Institute and then write to MISS BONNIE for more info.

wwwwww.bonnie444.com.bonnie444.com

MISS BONNIE IS AVAILABLE
FOR YOUR HALLOWEEN

BROADCAST WEEK
Miss Bonnie is an Internationally Recognized
Clairvoyant/Medium. Her voice is now heard in
the US, Canada and throughout the World. She
began her success story here in Ohio on local
Cleveland Stations and has grown to 4 weekly
shows. If you are looking for a unique way to
"perk up the ears" and "touch the hearts"of your listeners... please go
to www.bonnie444.com A Native Ohioan, Miss Bonnie really enjoys
the local radio scene. Just in time for Halloween she has a unique
collection of 'Horror-Scopes' and can put you 'in touch' with the Spirit
World or take care of Everyday cares and worries. Call Miss Bonnie
- 440-884-9251.

wwwwww.bonnie444..com.bonnie444..com

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT DEFINED

Weiser Books | Available Wherever Books Are Sold
p: 800/423.7087 | www.weiserbooks.com

orders@redwheelweiser.com

THE PSYCHICTHE PSYCHIC
ENERGYENERGY CODEXCODEX

Awakening Your Subtle Senses

Michelle Belanger

978-1-57863-385-2 * $19.95

THE PSYCHICTHE PSYCHIC
VVAMPIRE CODEXAMPIRE CODEX

A Manual of Magick & Energy
Work

Micherlle Belanger

978-1-57863-321-0 *$19.95

Michelle Belanger has been featured on The History Channel, A&E 
and on The ‘X’ Zone Radio Show

VVisit Michelle Belangerisit Michelle Belanger online atonline at
wwwwww.michellebelanger.michellebelanger.com.com
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Niagara Falls, Ontario: People around
the world, particularly in the Northern
Hemisphere, claim to see Lake Monsters,
however proof of the existence of lake
Monsters, had not been found… that is until
now. 

In Scotland, there is the renowned
"Nessie," but Canada is also rich in lake
Monsters and Lake Monster history. 

In Lake Champlain, a body of water that
is in the Province of Quebec and the State of
New York, there is a Lake monster called
"Champ". In Lake Memphremagog in Quebe's
Eastern Townships, there is "Memphre." Lake
Monsters have been reported in the Richelieu
River in Quebec, Lake Simcoe in Ontario, Lake
Winnipeg in Manitoba, and of course in Lake
Okanogan in British Columbia. 

First Nation folklore also tells of Lake
Monsters or "Great Lake Serpents" that used to
feed on their villagers and upset their boats on
the lakes when fishing causing giant waves. Is
there any fact to these legends? 

Canadian Parapsychologist and
Broadcaster, Rob McConnell, has been able to
establish a link between the Ongiaras Indian
Legend of Niagara's "Maid of the Mist" and the
existence of Lake Monsters. 

The legend is that a long ago, the
peaceful tribe of the Ongiaras lived beside the
Niagara River. For an unknown reason, Indians
were dying, and it was believed that the tribe
must appease the Thunder God Hinum, who
lived with his two sons in a cave behind the
Falls. 

A first, the Indians sent canoes laden
with fruit, flowers and game over the Falls, but
the dying continued. The Indians then began to
sacrifice the most beautiful maiden of the tribe,
who was selected once a year during a
ceremonial feast. One year, Lelawala, daughter
of Chief Eagle Eye was chosen. 

On the appointed day, Lelawala
appeared on the river bank above the Falls,
wearing a white doeskin robe with a wreath of
woodland flowers in her hair. She stepped into a
white birch bark canoe and plunged over the
Falls to her death. Her father, heartbroken,
leaped into his canoe and followed her. 

Hinum's two sons caught Lelawala in
their arms, and each desired her. She promised
to accept the one who told her what evil was
killing her people. The younger brother told her

of a giant water snake that lay at the bottom of
the river. Once a year, the monster snake grew
hungry, and at night entered the village and
poisoned the water. The snake then devoured
the dead. 

On spirit, Lelawala told her people to
destroy the serpent. Indian braves mortally
wounded the snake on his next yearly visit to
the village. Returning to his lair on the river, the
snake caught his head on one side of the river
and his tail on the other, forming a semi-circle
and the brink of the Horseshoe Falls. Lelawala
returned to the cave of the God Hinum, where
she reigns as the Maid of the Mist. 

Recently, research at Serpent's mount
Provincial Park, near Peterborough, has
revealed the skeletal remains of "Giant
Serpents" that were not indigenous to this part
of Canada. Experts claim that these remains
were those of Giant Anaconda serpents that
made their way to this part of Canada years ago
from Central America, a trip that has been
documented by ancient Native Canadians. 

By the way, there is also a Serpent State
Park in Ohio, the site of another Archeological
find where giant reptile skeletal remains have
been found. 

Serpent Mound Provincial Park and the
legends of these "Lake Serpents" are not new to
members of the First Nations who live in the
Peterborough area of Ontario. 2000 years ago,
ancient Native people camped, hunted and
fished here. It continues to be a place of great
aboriginal significance. On a high point of land
are nine burial mounds that enclose the graves
of Point Peninsula Native people. Of
significance is the largest mound that has a
zigzag or serpentine appearance. It is from this
Mound that the Park gets its name. It is the only
one of its kind in Canada. 

However, it is not only the people of
Canada's First Nations that have reported
encounters with these giant creatures,
throughout the Great Lakes Triangle. There
have been sightings on this once thought to be
mythological creature starting in the very first
shipping days on the Great Lakes to the modern
day sightings of "Bessie," the Lake Monster of
lake Erie. 

Ancient Native people were the first to
use the waterway as an important travel and
trade route. The route extended to the Gulf of

Mexico, to the Atlantic Ocean, to Hudson Bay,
and to Lake Superior and beyond. According to
experts, this is the very same path that these
Giant Anaconda would have taken as well. Lake
Champlain can be accessed by the Richelieu
River that goes into the St. Lawrence River that
starts at Lake Ontario. 

Anacondas like to hang out in rivers so
it would be difficult to estimate the length of
one seen swimming, without seeing the entire
snake. It's the anaconda's ability to remain
partly hidden in the water that makes it difficult
to accurately find (and document) a specimen
that exceeds the current world's record. This
partially submerged appearance coincides with
many lake Monster sightings. 

The Anaconda has been documented to
grow as long as 100 feet in length with a mid
body girth of 6 to 8 feet. 

Worried about become a "Snake
Snack?" Anacondas are members of the boa
constrictor family of snakes. That means that
they kill their prey by coiling their large,
powerful bodies around their victims and
squeezing until their prey suffocates. Then the
snake unhinges its jaw and swallows the victim
whole. Although they are big and strong enough
to eat people, they seldom do (but they have
been known to). Anacondas are much more
likely to eat aquatic creatures, such as fish.
Occasionally they have been known to eat :
caimans (a relative of the alligator), other
snakes, deer, and even jaguars. Anacondas are
rather slow-moving snakes, so they have to rely
on stealth and the element of surprise to catch
their unsuspecting prey. 

Is "Bessie" the Lake Monster of Lake
Erie a "Monster" or a Giant Anaconda? Were
Native Canadians and present day boaters and
tourists encounters with Lake Monsters or Giant
Anacondas? 

The facts point to the existence of the
large reptiles and not mythological creatures. 

Not unlike Bigfoot Sightings, for the
majority of people around the world, skepticism
will reign until the carcass of a giant snake will
be found, and then the mystery of the Lake
Monster will be accepted for once and for all. 

WATCH & LISTEN TO THE ‘X’ ZONE
MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10 PM - 2

AM EASTERN AT
WWW.XZONETV.COM
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By: THE CANADIAN PRESS

PONOKA, Alta. - RCMP are
investigating what could be a shocking case of
animal cruelty in a central Alberta community -
just the latest in a string of incidents that have
outraged animal rights groups.

On Saturday, officers were forced to cut
down a dead cat that had been hung by its neck
with wire from a lamppost outside a store in
Ponoka, Alta., about 130 kilometres south of
Edmonton.

Const. James Lai said in an interview
Sunday that a customer going into a Fields store
noticed the grisly sight around 10 a.m. Saturday
morning and alerted the store manager, who
then called police.

Lai says the dark brown female tabby
was suspended more than four metres in the air,
hanging from a horizontal arm normally used to
hang flower baskets in the summer.

The officer had to use a ladder to climb
up the post and untangle the animal's body.

Police are still trying to determine
whether the cat may have been alive when its
neck was wrapped several times with wire and
then hung from the overhead bar.

"There was no other marks on the cat,
nothing to indicate it was previously deceased
before being put up there," Lai said.

He said the animal's body was stiff when
he pulled it down from the lamppost, suggesting

it had been there for some time. Police believe
the cat may have been put there sometime
between 1 a.m. and 8 a.m. Saturday morning.

The sight of the dangling animal was
disturbing to Lai, who is a dog owner, and to his
partner, Const. Melanie Girard, who is also an
animal lover.

"Personally it was upsetting, myself
being a pet lover," Lai said. "I couldn't
comprehend why someone would have done
this."Investigators are working on a few leads in
the case, but Lai is hoping tips from the public
may help determine how the cat came to be
there, and who may be responsible.

News of the latest cat killing sickened
Tove Reece, director of Edmonton-based Voice
For Animals, whose members have regularly
protested outside a court house in Camrose,
Alta., where four teens are accused of
microwaving a cat named Princess.

"I don't know what is going on," she
said. "There seems like there's an overwhelming
number of cases.

"I don't know whether there's a lot of
stress (going on in Alberta), but this seems
really unusual. Every second day, we hear about
yet another case."

Another animal rights group held a rally
near the Calgary Zoo on Sunday in support of
Bill C-373. It's a private member's bill
introduced by Liberal MP Mark Holland, which
aims to move animals out of the property
section of the Criminal Code.

"Governments are going to have to start
to take this seriously," said Reece."That may be
part of the problem, that it's taken so lightly by

our courts," she said. "They see it as a minor
offence. "For most of us, we realize that
animals are defenceless. What can they do to
protect themselves? That's what's so upsetting
and disturbing about these cases."

It appears the Conservative government
has thrown its support behind Bill S-203, a
separate bill sponsored by Liberal Senator John
Bryden which would increase the maximum
fines for animal cruelty to five years in prison
and a $10,000 fine.

Currently animal cruelty laws, which
date back 100 years, provide for a maximum
penalty of six months in jail and a $2,000 fine.

Members of Reece's animal rights group
routinely protest outside the courthouse in
Camrose, during court appearances for four
teenagers charged with breaking into a home in
December while the owners were away, and
microwaving their pet cat to death.

Two of the youths have pleaded not
guilty to charges including break and enter,
unlawfully killing an animal and causing pain
and suffering to an animal, and will go to trial
June 4th.

Two other youths are expected to appear
in court April 3rd.

In 2006, a dog named Daisy Duke was
viciously beaten and dragged from the rear of a
vehicle until it was near death. The animal was
so badly injured, it had to be put down.

A teen who pleaded guilty animal
cruelty in that case received a conditional
sentence while Daniel Charles Haskett, 19, who
also admitted to participating in the dog's
torture, will be sentenced next month.

wwwwww.edfu-books.com.edfu-books.com

This book resolves the biggest
secret and international
conspiracy of all time – the true
origins of Christianity. 

The original objective was to
confirm that St Paul (Saul) was
actually Josephus Flavius.
However, this novel
identification exposed new
perspectives on the life of Jesus,
who was actually a king.

"Priests and kings were
anointed ... hence the title

'christ' or 'messiah' often signified the same as 'king'."

Commentary on the Bible, Adam Clarke 1832

Contrary to orthodox perceptions, King Jesus and Queen
Mary Magdalene were the richest couple in Syrio-Judaea.
The Romans wanted to impose taxes on Jesus and Mary, an
imposition that provoked the Jewish Rebellion. King Jesus
fought and lost that war, and so he was crucified, reprieved
and sent into exile in Roman England. In those remote
lands, King Jesus became known as Atur-tii  (the Egyptian)
or 'King Arthur and the twelve disciples of the Last Supper
Table'

This identification of Jesus as a wealthy, royal, warrior-
hero of first century Judaea may sound bizarre, but that is
what the texts say. All research and quotations are from
original sources, including the New Testament, Tanakh,
Talmud, Josephus, Origen, Eusebius, Irenaeus, Herodian,
Suetonius, Tacitus, Clement and many others besides. This
is a secret history that has been deliberately concealed from
us for two millennia – for those feet, in ancient times, did
indeed walk upon England's mountains green! 

By Ralph Ellis
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Hamilton, Ontario: Believers in the
power of the Mitchell-Hedges Crystal Skull,
beware! Although it is a truly magnificent
ancient artifact, who origin and age are
unknown, the purpose of the artifact is still
unknown, on many levels. 

The crystal skull was NOT found in
1924, 1925, 1926, or 1927 by Anna Mitchell-
Hedges, the adopted daughter of Mike Mitchell-
Hedges. The skull was actually bought by
Mitchell-Hedges in 1943 at an auction at
Sotheby--s in London, England, from Sidney
Burney. This was confirmed by notes found at
the British Museum. 

Other evidence further supports the
discovery that the skull did not take place
during a British Expedition. There are no
records or photographs of the crystal skull.
Sidney Burney and others who were on the
expedition, claimed from day one, that
Mitchell-Hedges did not find the skull in
Lubaatun. Mitchell-Hedges himself, according
to friends, family and associates, did not start
talking about the skull until 1943 after
purchasing the skull. 

The first time that the Burney Skull was
mentioned was in 1936. During the lectures,
seminars, and speaking engagements that
Mitchell-Hedges gave between from the time he
returned from Lubaatun, until 1943, just prior to
the sale of the Burney Skull, he never
mentioned it. 

I have discovered that the lost tribe of
Indians that Mitchell-Hedges claimed to have
discovered, were in fact discovered by Balboa.
Mitchell-Hedges never attended Cambridge.
Based on exhaustive research and interviews,
Mitchell-Hedges has a very low credibility
rating. 

The many references that Mitchell-
Hedges had made about the bad luck or the
willing of people to death by the crystal skull
have been found to be the figments of his own
very colorful and vivid imagination. There is no
scientific proof whatsoever that the crystal skull
has been responsible for any harm falling on a
person or any miraculous healing or other
miracle. 

I find it very strange and fascinating that
while I have been studying the skulls which
have been found throughout the world for a
number of many years, I have answers for
almost none of the important questions about
the Mitchell-Hedges crystal skull. Although
there are set or "stock" answers for many of the
questions which are constantly being asked, I
cannot honestly say that anyone knows with any
degree of certainty who made the skull, how it
was made, when it was made or what purpose it
actually served. []

Less than grLess than green biofuelseen biofuels
Fuels derived from renewable resources,

such as biomass and specifically cultivated fuel
crops are currently being touted as a useful
supplement and ultimate replacement for fossil
fuels. The underlying principle in addition to
their sustainability is that carbon dioxide
produced when biofuels are burned in vehicles
and heating systems is ultimately recycled by
the very plants which absorb it from the
atmosphere for their growth.

The net result, so proponents claim,
would be a stabilisation of CO2 emissions as no
such recycling effect is seen with fossil fuels.
However, while many biofuels will reduce CO2
emissions in this way compared with fossil
fuels, researchers suggest that biofuels derived
from US corn, Brazilian soy and Malaysian
palm oil may not be as green as the picture has
been painted.

Writing in the 4th of January issue of the
journal Science, William Laurance and
postdoctoral colleague Jörn Scharlemann at the
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute (STRI)
in Panama, have highlighted a new study that
factors in the total environmental costs of
biofuel production. The data examined by
Laurance and colleagues is part of a report
commissioned by the Swiss government and
authored by Rainer Zah and colleagues at
EMPA Materials Science & Technology in
Switzerland.

Laurance and Scharlemann are now
urging governments to be far more selective
about which biofuels they support, as some may
actually do more harm than the fossil fuels they
seek to supplant. Damage to human health and
ecosystems due to the cultivation of vast areas
given over to fuel crops and the fertiliser and
harvesting fuel requirements of such crops must
be added into the environmental equation the
researchers believe.

The pair point out that the study falls
short in not considering secondary
consequences of biofuels, such as rising food
costs, but affirm that it is a big step forward in
allowing us to compare the environmental
benefits and costs of dozens of different
biofuels. "Different biofuels vary enormously in
how eco-friendly they are," explains Laurance,
"We need to be smart and promote the right
biofuels, or we won't be helping the
environment much at all." 

TTimeless puzzle solvedimeless puzzle solved
Canadian and UK geologists have

revealed one of the inner secrets of rocks half a
billion years old that harbour one of the most
important fossil beds in the world - the Burgess
Shales in the Canadian Rockies - in which even
soft tissues have been fossilized.

These rocks once formed an ancient sea
bed that teemed with life during the Cambrian
explosion, a time during which life's diversity
exploded. Now, Sarah Gabbott and Jan
Zalasiewicz of the University of Leicester
working with Desmond Collins of the Royal
Ontario Museum have figured out how the
Burgess Shales so successfully preserved the
soft parts of ancient animals that are usually lost
during the process of fossilization. Bones, teeth,

and shells are usually all that is preserved in
fossils but the soft parts of millions of plants and
invertebrate animals that once existed left no
trace in the fossil record.

The Burgess Shales, discovered in 1909,
preserved soft tissue in exquisite detail, a fact
that has confound scientists ever since. Now,
painstaking work by the Canadian-UK team
may have unearthed an answer. The researchers
published details of their studies in the Journal
of the Geological Society and explain how they
analysed the shales millimetre by millimetre.

In their investigation, the researchers
found a quite unique geological property of the
shales, which might explain their preserving
prowess. They found that unlike most rocks of a
similar type, the Burgess shales were not slowly
deposited, mud flake by mud flake. Instead, the
team reasons that the shales were probably
formed quickly as a thick slurry powered down
a steep slope. This mud slide would have buried
instantly myriad animals so deep that the normal
processes by which soft tissue are lost - decay, in
other words - could not occur. The shales thus
froze in a moment in time even the soft tissues.
"It's perhaps not a nice way to go," says Gabbott,
"but it would have been a swift one, and one that
has guaranteed immortality of a sort for these
strange creatures." []
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ShrShroud of oud of TTurin urin 

The shroud of Turin is a linen cloth
bearing the image of a man who had apparently
died of crucifixion. Most Catholics consider it
to be the burial shroud of Jesus Christ. It is
currently held in the Cathedral of St John the
Baptist in Turin, Italy. Despite many scientific
investigations, no one has yet been able to
explain how the image has been imprinted on
the shroud and despite many attempts, no one
has managed to replicate it. Radiocarbon tests
date it to the middle ages, however apologists
for the shroud believe it is incorrupt - and
carbon dating can only date things which decay.

Prior to the middle ages, reports of the
shroud exist as the Image of Edessa - reliably
reported since at least the 4th century. In
addition, another cloth (the Sudarium) known
even from biblical times (John 20:7) exists
which is said to have covered Christ’s head in
the tomb. A 1999 study by Mark Guscin, a
member of the multidisciplinary investigation
team of the Spanish Center for Sindonology,
investigated the relationship between the two
cloths. Based on history, forensic pathology,
blood chemistry (the Sudarium also is reported
to have type AB blood stains), and stain
patterns, he concluded that the two cloths
covered the same head at two distinct, but close
moments of time. Avinoam Danin (a researcher
at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
concurred with this analysis, adding that the
pollen grains in the Sudarium match those of the
shroud.

MarMary Celeste y Celeste 

Mary Celeste was launched in Nova
Scotia in 1860. Her original name was
“Amazon”. She was 103 ft overall displacing
280 tons and listed as a half-brig. Over the next
10 years she was involved in several accidents
at sea and passed through a number of owners.
Eventually she turned up at a New York salvage
auction where she was purchased for $3,000.
After extensive repairs she was put under
American registry and renamed “Mary
Celeste”. 

The new captain of Mary Celeste was
Benjamin Briggs, 37, a master with three
previous commands. On November 7, 1872 the
ship departed New York with Captain Briggs,
his wife, young daughter and a crew of eight.
The ship was loaded with 1700 barrels of raw
American alcohol bound for Genoa, Italy. The
captain, his family and crew were never seen
again. The ship was found floating in the middle
of the Strait of Gibraltar. There were no signs of
struggle on board and all documents except the
captain’s log were missing. 

In early 1873, it was reported that two
lifeboats grounded in Spain, one with a body
and an American flag, the other containing five
bodies. It has been alleged that these could have
been the remains of the crew of the Mary
Celeste. However, the bodies were apparently
never identified.

The The TTaos Humaos Hum

The ‘Taos Hum’ is a low-pitched sound
heard in numerous places worldwide, especially
in the USA, UK, and northern europe. It is
usually heard only in quiet environments, and is
often described as sounding like a distant diesel
engine. Since it has proven indetectable by
microphones or VLF antennae, its source and
nature is still a mystery. 

In 1997 Congress directed scientists and
observers from some of the most prestigious
research institutes in the nation to look into a
strange low frequency noise heard by residents
in and around the small town of Taos, New
Mexico. For years those who had heard the
noise, often described by them as a “hum”, had
been looking for answers. To this day no one
knows the cause of the hum.

Black Dahlia Black Dahlia 

In 1947 the body of 22 year old
Elizabeth Short was found in two pieces in a
parking lot in Los Angeles. According to
newspaper reports shortly after the murder,
Short received the nickname “Black Dahlia” at
a Long Beach drugstore in the summer of 1946,
as a play on the then-current movie The Blue
Dahlia. However, Los Angeles County district
attorney investigators’ reports state the
nickname was invented by newspaper reporters
covering the murder. In either case, Short was
not generally known as the “Black Dahlia”
during her lifetime.

Many rumours and tales have spread
about the Black Dahlia, and the investigation
(one of the largest in LA history) never found
the killer.

Comte de Saint GermainComte de Saint Germain

The Count of St. Germain (allegedly
died February 27, 1784) was a courtier,
adventurer, inventor, amateur scientist, violinist,
amateur composer, and a mysterious gentleman;
he also displayed some skills with the practice
of alchemy. He was known as ‘Der
Wundermann’ — ‘The Wonderman’. He was a
man whose origin was unknown and who
disappeared without leaving a trace.

Since his death, various occult
organizations have adopted him as a model
figure or even as a powerful deity. In recent
years several people have claimed to be the
Count of St. Germain. (Note that St Germain
was never regarded as a saint by the Roman
Catholic Church - the “st.” before his name
refers to his alleged home).

Voynich manuscript 

The Voynich Manuscript is a medieval
document written in an unknown script and in
an unknown language. For over one hundred
years people have tried to break the code to not
avail. The overall impression given by the
surviving leaves of the manuscript suggests that
it was meant to serve as a pharmacopoeia or to
address topics in medieval or early modern
medicine. However, the puzzling details of
illustrations have fueled many theories about
the book’s origins, the contents of its text, and

the purpose for which it was intended.
The document contains illustrations that

suggest the book is in six parts: Herbal,
Astronomical, Biological, Cosmological,
Pharmaceutical, and recipes.

Jack the RipperJack the Ripper

In the later half of 1888, London was
terrorrised by a series of murders in the east end
(largely in the Whitechapel area). The name
Jack the Ripper was taken from a letter sent to a
newspaper at the time by someone claiming to
be the killer. The victims were typically
prostitutes who had their throats cut and bodies
mutilated. In some cases the bodies were
discovered just minutes after the ripper had left
the scene.

The police at the time had many
suspects but could never find sufficient
evidence to convict anyone. In modern times
there has even been some speculation that
Prince Albert Victor was the murderer. Even
with modern police methods, no further light
has been shed on the murders in recent times. To
this day no one knows who the ripper was.

Bermuda Bermuda TTriangle riangle 

The Bermuda triangle is an area of water
in the North Atlantic Ocean in which a large
number of planes and boats have gone missing
in mysterious circumstances. Over the years
many explanations have been put forward for
the disappearances, including bad weather, alien
abductions, time warps, and suspension of the
laws of physics.

Although substantial documentation
exists to show that many of the reports have
been exaggerated, there is still no explanation
for the unusually large number of
disappearances in the area.

The Babushka Lady The Babushka Lady 

During the analysis of the film footage
of the assasination of John F. Kennedy in 1963,
a mysterious woman was spotted. She was
wearing a brown overcoat and a scarf on her
head (the scarf is the reason for her name as she
wore it in a similar style to Russian
grandmothers - also called babushkas). The
woman appeared to be holding something in
front of her face which is believed to be a
camera. She appears in many photos of the
scene. Even after the shooting when most
people had fled the area, she remained in place
and continued to film. Shortly after she is seen
moving away to the East up Elm Street. The FBI
publically requested that the woman come
forward and give them the footage she shot but
she never did. 

In 1970 a woman called Beverly Oliver
came forward and claimed to be the Babushka
Woman, though her story contains many
inconsistencies. She is generally regarded as a
fraud. To this day, no one knows who the
Babushka Woman is or what she was doing
there. More unusual is her refusal to come
forward to offer her evidence. []
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Project SIGNAL FOUND is
collaboration between Philip Mantle and the
former Director of Investigations for the British
UFO Research Association, and Nick Pope, the
man who investigated UFOs for the British
Ministry of Defence. This long-term study
project looks entirely at UFO landing cases in
the UK & Ireland. The idea behind it is simple.
Most UFO researchers argue that the vast
majority of UFO sightings can be explained in
conventional terms. It is the contention of this
project that UFO landings should be more
difficult to misidentify than 'ordinary' UFO
sightings. Philip Mantle will lead the project
with Nick Pope acting in a consultancy capacity
offering advice and assistance. Nick Pope had
the following to say about this new venture: "I
support Philip Mantle in this new initiative.
Information overload is a big problem in UFO
research. There are tens of thousands of cases
and sometimes you can't see the wood for the
trees. This project should help researchers focus
on those cases most likely to involve physical
evidence that might help take forward our
understanding of the UFO mystery". 

For example it is assumed that UFO landing
reports are made by witnesses at close range,
thus reducing the risk of misidentification. In
the UK & Ireland there are no statistics
anywhere of exactly how many alleged UFO
landing reports have been made. There is
therefore no information on the geographical
location of such reports, no information on
whether entities of any type were also reported
or any physical marks left behind in the
environment. I'm sure we are all aware of a

certain few UFO landing cases in the UK but
there is no repository where all such reports can
be accessed, even in brief detail. This is where
PROJECT SIGNAL FOUND begins.

It is our hope an intention to liase with
UFO researchers and organisations throughout
the UK & Ireland and of course witnesses
themselves to bring together a database of
information on UFO landing reports. Brief
details would be updated on a web site as we
progress (not yet available) and of course the
occasional publication of some of this research
in the various UFO publications that are
currently available. We firmly believe that this
is an area of research that has been sadly
neglected down the years and we hope that
individual UFO researchers and organisations
alike will recognise the importance of such a
study and cooperate accordingly. Similarly we
hope that witnesses to these events will also
offer their cooperation.

Just to give you an idea of the type of
UFO landings cases we are looking at I am
going to feature a few in brief for you now. See
how many of these you are familiar with. They
come from around the UK and Ireland and are
featured here in brief in no particular order.

February 1979:
Easingwold, North Yorkshire, England.
Ref 1

was a cold February morning in l979.
Phil Shepherdson was riding his motorcycle
along the winding country lanes near
Easingwold when he came across something
that was to change his life forever. Hovering in
the corner of a field was a black triangular-
shaped object. There appeared to be one entity
in a type of 'cockpit' with two other entities
standing in the field next to it. All three entities
turned to stare at Mr Shepherdson and he
believed some kind of 'contact' was made. The
craft then suddenly flew off with no sign of the
entities remaining. Shepherdson stated that "I
turned to look in a field to my left and what I
saw just blew my mind. There was a black
triangular-shaped object in the field in total
silence. At the top of this object was a cockpit of
some kind and there was a figure inside it. All I
could see was a black-shaped helmet and some
sort of black overall. The entity began to turn
and look in my direction, I was transfixed. At
the side of this craft were two figures, which
appeared also to stop what they were doing and
look in my direction. For several moments I was
just spellbound, I was shaking. There was
complete silence as we looked at each other. I
certainly had some form of contact; I just don't
know what it was. I just had an intense feeling
of some connection. I could not move and I
could not think. I was rooted to the spot.
Suddenly my mind did not accept it anymore
and I got on my bike and took off to work". He
went on: "I forgot about it almost as if I was told
that it was something I should not be
witnessing."

At the time Mt Shepherdson worked as a
chemical technician at Rowntrees. He cannot
remember what time he got to work that day
although he knew it was later than usual." I
don't know how long I was there. I have no
idea". He did not tell his work colleagues or
anyone else of his encounter. He blanked it out

of his mind. Shepherdson claims that since that
event nothing has grown in the field where the
object was observed. His final comments on
what he may have observed: "Not in a million
years was that an aircraft."

8th February 1985.
Pwllheli, North Wales.
Ref 2

David Thomas was walking home that
night. It was four and a half miles and it was
three in the morning. There was a sprinkling of
snow on the ground that evening and the 19
year-old David had just spent the evening with
friends. He'd been walking for about 20 minutes
when he thought he could still hear that nights
rock music pounding in his head. He stood still
for a while but there was no sound, it was an
eerie silence. There was no sound of the breeze,
no rustle of the grass, no sound at all. But David
then could make out a faint humming sound
almost like an electric generator of some sort.
David knew this area well and knew there were
no generators anywhere that would make such a
noise.

David followed to where the sound
seemed to coming from up ahead. Leaving the
road he walked up a small dirt track that
bordered the field. There in the field to his
amazement was an object the like which he had
never seen before. A domed disc-shaped object
complete with antennae and stabilizers was
sitting in the field. It had drawbridge-like
hatchway and windows along the top. There
was no obvious lighting but David said that the
object seemed to have a dull fluorescent glow to
it.

David's attention was caught by
movement off to one side. Turning his head he
saw a group of humanoid figures making there
way towards him across the field. His
immediate reaction was to turn and flee.
Turning around to get out of their David's way
was blocked by one of these humanoid figures.
David felt a hand-like grip on his arm and
suddenly he was being propelled forward
towards the object in the field. His feet never
seemed to touch the ground and he is not sure
how this happened but he was now inside the
object. The humanoids were there and David
described them as wearing octagonal shaped
helmets, which were featureless apart from two
dim lights positioned where their eyes should
have been. They wore grey clothing with gold-
coloured belts and straps that looked similar to
braces, black knee boots and gloves.

There is a lot more to this particular
encounter as David later described a full-blown
abduction event. When interviewed by UFO
researchers David was able to remember
everything without the use of any form of
regressive hypnosis. When interviewed by
myself it was quite clear that the event did have
quite a profound effect on him and many years
after the events is still terrified him.

Continued on Page 29
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9th November 1979.
Livingston, Scotland.
Ref 3

Forestry worker Robert Taylor set off
that morning into Dechmont Woods near
Livingston pretty much like he had every other
morning. He drove his truck into the woods
with his faithful pet dog beside him for
company. He had set off that morning just after
10 a.m. knowing that he'd have to park his truck
and make the last part of his journey on foot. At
around 10.15 a.m. he parked the truck by the
side of the road and, accompanied by his dog,
set off through the woodland along a track that
was impassable to any vehicle. Robert Taylor
had worked for the forestry department for 16
years and the 61 year-old knew every inch of
Dechmont woods.

Robert was making his way into a small
clearing in the wood but as he rounded the bend
he was totally unprepared for what was about to
confront him. In the clearing stood a domed-
shaped object some 30 feet high. It was grey in
colour, perfectly silent and it stopped Robert
dead in his tracks. Robert described a type of
'flange' around the bottom of this object with
antennae-like protrusions with small rotors on
top. Transfixed by this incredible sight Robert
also noticed several 'porthole' type apertures in
the top section of the dome.

It was while looking these portholes that
the 'sea mines' appeared. That was how Robert
described them. Two spherical objects with
spiky protrusions suddenly came rolling over
the ground towards him. They had six or more
of these spikes and looked about 3 feet in
diameter. These strange objects made a sucking
or popping sound as each of the spikes touched
the ground. Within seconds Roberts had one of
these objects at either side of him. He felt a
strong tug on his trousers and these spheres
seemed to by trying to pull him towards the
main object. Robert tried to resist and there was
a pungent smell in air. It was no surprise that
Robert lost consciousness. He vaguely
remembered a 'whooshing' sound and his dog
was barking like mad.

Staggering back to his feet the object
had now gone. Robert somehow managed to
stagger home and report to his wife that he had
been attacked. Quite naturally his wife Mary
telephoned the local police. In the days, weeks
and months that went by the police did a full
investigation of the incident. Marks on the
ground were found at the location and
eventually the official report by the Livingston
Criminal Investigation Department concluded: 

Despite extensive inquiries made, no
information was been gained which could
indicate what, in fact, made the marks on the
ground at the location. Mr. Taylor is a respected
member of the community and is described as a
conscientious and trustworthy person, not likely
to invent a story.

In short, the police investigation
believed what Mr. Taylor had to say but could
not find and thing to explain the incident away.

This is one of the few UFO sightings in
the UK to be officially investigated. The site of
the encounter is now marked by a
commemorative plaque, which was the result of
collaboration between Scottish UFO
researchers and the Livingston Development
Corporation.

Summer 1988.
Wicklow, Ireland.
Ref 4

Peter Simmons lived just to the north of
Dublin. He and a friend plus their respective
wives and children went to spend a long
weekend in Glenmalur Valley, a heavily wooded
area of County Wicklow. Soon after arriving the
entire group of adults and children decided to go
for a walk. It was late evening but still bright,
and it was their intention to get some fresh air
and stretch their legs. With the children in front
the party walked along chatting when suddenly
they noticed a small figure, wearing what
looked like overalls, busily tinkering with
things at the top of a telephone pole. The group
thought this odd and walking past they realised
that if this was a telephone engineer at work
then where was his van ? There were no houses
or entrances nearby where such a van could be
parked out of sight. They turned to look back at
the figure but it had disappeared.

The group returned to where they were
staying and mulled over the evenings events.
Thy all decided to forget about it and instead set
about planning what they were going to do for
the rest of their stay. All that is except Peter
Simmons. Peter didn't like unresolved problems
and this event had bothered him. There must
have been a vehicle of some sort nearby and he
wanted to prove it. With everyone else
preparing for bed Peter told his wife that he was
going outside for a smoke. Once outside he
quickly walked back down the road to where
they had seen the figure up the telephone pole.
Passing a gate Peter looked into the field. There
were lights in the distance. Surely lights from
houses or caravans. Then he noticed another
light, this time a lot closer, and then several
more, in various colours, clustered together in
one small area.

Peter zipped up his jackets against the
cold, climbed over the gate and walked towards
these lights. He soon realised that they were
much closer than he had anticipated. Upon
approaching the lights it soon became apparent
that they were not attached to a house or a
caravan. There in the field was a saucer-shaped
object resting on four legs. Peter was scared.
Lights began to flashing all over the noiseless
object. Simon's legs had turned to jelly but
instinct took over. It was time to get out of there.
He quite simply turned and fled and ran as fast
as his legs would carry him. 

Peter Simmons had never been terrified
before in his life. He got very little sleep that
night, and when he finally plucked up courage
to tell his wife she laughed at him at first. She
believed him later but still felt a degree of
embarassment about it all.

These are just a few examples of UFO
landing reports from the UK and Ireland. The
accounts themselves are fascinating and
compelling but so is the reaction of the
witnesses involved. Phil Shepherdson for

example simply gets on his motorbike and goes
to work. He says nothing to no one. David
Thomas was quite literally terrified. When he
reached home he immediately told his mother
what had happened. Robert Taylor's wife
telephoned the police, who in turn conducted a
full investigation, and Peter Simmons told his
wife.

There is little doubt that there are many
more examples of UFO landing reports in the
UK & Ireland that have yet to see the light of
day. Such reports could be languishing in the
dusty files of UFO researchers or UFO research
organisations, and others may have simply gone
unreported by the witnesses themselves.
Whatever the case Project Signal Found would
like your cooperation.

If you have investigated or researched
an alleged UFO landing report from anywhere
in the UK & Ireland then we would like to hear
from you. Similarly if you have witnesses such
an event we would like you to get in touch.
Confidentiality is guaranteed in all instances.
We can be contacted at the following:

In writing to:

Philip Mantle,
PO Box 280,
Leeds,
West Yorkshire,
England,
LS26 1AN.

Email:
philip@mantle8353.fsworld.co.uk

Falls in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
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The long-awaited X-Files sequel (as yet
unnamed) will be in theaters this summer, and
even though it'll have been six years since X-
Files fans have seen anything new, there's
already a lot of excitement buzzing around this
movie. Will they find the truth? Will they make
a believer out of skeptics? Will they finally just
shed their clothes and do it so all the "Shippers"
(fans who think that Mulder and Scully should
be in a relationship) can finally get their deepest
desires? We don't know yet, but we have put
together an exhaustive list of what we do know
about the show below . . . where your questions
will never be answered unless you want to
believe.

* Show creator Chris Carter hadn't had
much success in television writing, having
written mostly comedies and worked for The
Disney Channel, before he was offered a chance
to create shows for Fox. 

* Carter was inspired to delve into the
mysterious world of The X-Files by both the
Watergate scandal, the old television show
Kolchack: The Night Stalker, and a report that
was circulating around 1992 that said 3.7
Americans "may have been abducted by aliens." 

* Originally, Fox executives wanted
someone blonder with big boobs instead of
Gillian Anderson. Thankfully they didn't win
that fight. 

* The company Carter formed to run the
production was called Ten Thirteen
Productions, after his October 13th birthday.
Sound Designer Thierry Couturier's son says the
"I made this" over the company logo. 

* Fox left Carter and his production
team alone for the most part during the first
season because they were putting a lot of time
and effort into The Adventures of Brisco
County, Jr. Now, as a Bruce Campbell fan, I
have to say I loved that show, and I'm glad it
was able to take some heat off of The X-Files.

* The writing staff didn't want to follow
Carter's all-alien abduction storylines,
especially since the UFO show Sightings was
airing on Fox. As a result, the show "Squeeze"
with the creepy guy who ate livers, hibernated
for 30 years and had Plastic Man like stretching
abilities became a template for the "freak of the
week" style the show eventually adopted. 

* Besides the pilot episode, Carter also
wrote "Space" during the first season, which
was about a ghost in the Space Shuttle program.
It was extremely expensive to make, and Carter
calls it "one of the worst hours ever produced
for the show." 

* The show often fought for its life
during the first season, having low ratings and a
Friday night timeslot. Despite finishing 102nd
out of the 118 programs in the Nielsens that
year, it was picked up for a second season. This
is why the season one finale "The Erlenmeyer
Flask" has the X-Files being shut down, and
Mulder and Scully being reassigned. 

* The X-Files' opening sequence was

nominated for an Emmy, and the theme song
was remixed and became a hit in dance clubs in
the UK, Australia, and France. 

* The legendary writing team of Morgan
and Wong, who were also co-executive
producers, wrote many of the best episodes in
the first season, although they left in season two
to produce their own show Space: Above and
Beyond. Sadly it tanked after one season,
although Morgan and Wong didn't return to The
X-Files until season four. 

* The show didn't actually show an alien
until the "Little Green Men" episode in season
two. 

* Gillian Anderson was pregnant
throughout season two, and the producers
decided to hide the fact by having her behind a
desk or a medical exam table most of the time.
It helped that she'd been transferred to Quantico
to teach. 

* By the end of season two, the show
had climbed to 64th out of 141, although it was
gaining cult status and spreading fast by word of
mouth. The show had also spread beyond the
U.S. borders, and was one of the most popular
TV shows in the world, outside of the country. 
The show was also named the best show on TV
by Entertainment Weekly that year, and also
won a Golden Globe for best drama. 

* However, the show was still so budget
strapped that they couldn't afford location
filming, and in the episode "Ascension," a rock
quarry had to be painted to look like the desert
of the American Southwest. 

* Season three brought on a cavalcade of
comedy, and a slew of guest stars including
Alex Trebek, Jesse Ventura, Giovanni Ribisi,
J.T. Charles Nelson Reilly, Walsh, R. Lee
Ermey and Jack Black. 

* Guest star Peter Boyle won an Emmy
for his portrayal of a man who could predict
death in the episode Clyde Bruckman's Final
Repose, and the show also won for best writing. 
The show went on to win five Emmys that year,
and Gillian Anderson won a Screen Actors
Guild Award. By now The X-Files was here to
stay. 

* Season four premiered to their highest

ratings ever, and Carter's new show Millenium
(set in the X-Files universe) was put on Friday
nights, so they moved The X-Files to Sunday
night. 

* By the fall of 1996, it was the most
popular show on Fox, and Fox got the rights to
broadcast the Superbowl. So, they decided to
feature an episode right after the game, and
"Leonard Betts" (about the guy who could
regrow his body) received the highest ratings
ever for an X-Files episode. More awards and
kudos followed. 

* Season Five opened to even bigger
ratings, and the show was supposed to end there
and become a series of feature films. However,
Fox desperately wanted to keep the show, and
worked out a new contract with Carter. 

* Carter had been planning a feature
film versin of the show ever since season two,
and security was so tight that they were sending
the script around on red paper, which would
make it unable to be photocopied. 

* They filmed the X-Files movie, X-
Files: Fight the Future, inbetween seasons four
and five, although it ended up pushing the start
date for season five back, and as a result that
season was two episode shorter, with only 20
instead of 22. It was code named "Blackwood"
after Algernon Blackwood, a British writer of
ghost stories. 

* By season five, the two main stars
were also becoming popular, and as a result
many episodes featured either Scully or Mulder,
and not usually both of them together. This was
to allow them time to concentrate on other
projects. 

* Season five also featured episodes
written by guest writers, including Stephen
King and William Gibson. 

* By the end of season five, both
Anderson and Duchovny wanted the show to
move from Vancouver to Los Angeles (where it
was originally supposed to be shot), and so the
sets were struck and production moved at the
end of the season. 

Complete ‘X’ Files on The ‘X’ Files Continues
on Page 32
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* X-Files: Fight the Future opened in
1998, although it wasn't a smash success. The
movie grossed around $189 million worldwide,
which recouped their reported $126 million
dollar budget (with advertising figured in), but
not by much. 

* The movie takes place right inbetween
seasons five and six, and season six picks up
right where the movie left off. 

* At the end of season five, the X-Files
were once again closed, but then reopened in
season six. However, new agents Spender and 

* Fowley were assigned to them, and
Mulder and Scully were given a new boss. 

* Season six was seen as the "beginning
of the end" for several reasons. There were
several episodes which hardcore fans
considered too comedic, like the gated
community episode "Arcadia" or the two-part
body hopping episode starring Michael
McKean as Morris Fletcher. Also the move
from Vancouver to L.A. seemed to alienate fans
as well. 

* However, the show was Fox's most
popular again that year, and pulled in more
awards. But, the wheels had been set in motion. 
David Duchovny left the show after season in
part due to contract problems and feeling the
need to "move on." Scully's role was dialed
back as a result, and new agents John Doggett
(Robert Patrick) and Monica Reyes (Annabeth
Gish) were introduced. 

* Doggett and Reyes had some good
episodes, but the show had lost a lot of it's
hardcore fans and was turning into a sinking
stone. 

* For the season nine episode "The
Truth," most of the cast returned and ended the
season, and the show, on a cliffhanger. Sadly,
they finished third in their timeslot, pulling in
less viewers than their original pilot episode. 

* In 2001 Fox introduced The Lone
Gunmen spinoff show (which I must admit I am
a huge fan of), although it only ran one season.
The first episode had the unfortunate plot of
hijackers trying to fly planes into the World
Trade Centers, although it was filmed before
9/11. They were eventually (supposedly, I hope)
killed off in season nine of The X-Files. 

* The X-Files has a long-lasting legacy,
having inspired shows like Smallville,
Torchwood, and even Alias. You can buy the
entire mammoth nine season set with the Fight
the Future movie (but sadly, no Lone Gunmen
disc) for just about $150 bucks right now. As a
fan, I'll tell you up front that the packaging
sucks on this set, but the contents are more than
worth it. []

‘X’‘X’ FILES FILES TRIVIATRIVIA
X-Files Mottos

These have variously appeared during the
opening credits or have been repeated by
different characters: 

The Truth is Out There 
Resist Or Serve 
Fight The Future 
Believe The Lie 
Want to Believe 

Believe to Understand 
Everything Dies 
Trust No One 
Deny Everything 
Deceive Inveigle Obfuscate 
Apology is Policy 
E Pur Si Muove 
Amor Fati 
All Lies Lead to the Truth 
Nothing Important Happened Today
The End 
Dio Ti Ama 

(These mottos are redolent of Terry Gilliam's
brilliant, Brave New World-ish 1985 film
"Brazil" in which a sign briefly appears in the
background reading "Suspicion Breeds
Confidence.")

Appearing in place of the usual “The
Truth Is Out There” on one X-Files show during
the opening credits was “E Pur Si Muove”.
Wende Morgaine (School of Urban Studies and
Planning, Portland State University, Oregon)
reminded me that this is the famous phrase
uttered by Galileo (thanks, Wende).  It means "It
still moves" or "It does move."

Wende recounted the following historic
timeline (from a now-defunct astronomy Web
page from Ohio State University) behind this
famous utterance: 

1616: The Church declares that the
heliocentric theory is ``philosophically false
and at least an erroneous belief''. Galileo, after a
chat with a cardinal, agrees to stop teaching and
defending the Copernican model in public. 

1632: Galileo gives in to temptation and
publishes a book entitled ``Dialog on the Two
Chief World Systems: Ptolemaic and
Copernican''. It is a very cleverly written work,
and ably defends the Copernican model against
the attacks of the followers of Ptolemy. 

1633: The Church, alarmed by the best-
selling status of Galileo's book, puts Galileo on
trial. Threatened with torture, Galileo recants
his support of Copernicus, and spends the rest
of his life under house arrest. Tradition has it
that after his recantation, Galileo walked away
muttering `E pur si muove' (`It DOES move.') 

1992: The Church officially reverses the
verdict in the Galileo case, clearing Galileo of
all charges.

I like Wende's suggestion, too, that "I
found it to be a very Mulder thing to say ...
under his breath and in defiance of authority." 

As a coincidence, in English "E Pur Si
Muove" is an anagram for “pursue movie” (this
episode was aired shortly before the movie “The
X-Files: Fight the Future” came out!). 

In another episode, replacing “The Truth
Is Out There” was “Die Wahrheit Ist

Irgendwoda Draußen”)... German for "The
Truth is Out There," as this episode was the one
in which Mulder finds the Queen Anne adrift in
the Devil’s Triangle, is taken aboard her, and
discovers World War II Nazis.

In the episode "Gethsemane," in the
opening credits it says “Believe The Lie”
instead of “The Truth is Out There.”

In the episode constituting Part II of the
Fall 1999 season opening, airing 14 November
1999, "The Truth is Out There" was replaced
with "Amor Fati," Italian for "fatal love" or,
more correctly, "love of destiny."

The episode on the Amber Lynn
kidnapping opens showing the father watching a
TV program.  He remarks "This is great!" and
later says something like "I was watching some
show on TV.  It was really good" when
questioned by the FBI.  The brief scene shown
on the TV screen clearly is from an episode of
the ill-fated actual TV series "Harsh Realm,"
which was written by X-Files writer Chris
Carter.

The opening line "Nothing Important
Happened Today" apparently has a historic
origin, at least according to one of the episode
characters (Kersh) who said that on July 4th,
1776 King George III wrote in his diary
"Nothing Important Happened Today."  Of
course, that was the day that United States of
America declared independence from the
British Crown.

In the final season, the episode with Burt
Reynolds playing a sort of guardian angel began
with the phrase "Dio Ti Ama" instead of "The
Truth is Out There."  The phrase is Italian for
"God Loves You." []
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Real Dreams Predicting Your Tomorrow?

THE POWER
OF THE STARS:
How they move
us humans!Dita
Wegman, a long-
time searcher of
the Truth who has
diligently studied
and experienced
N o s t r a d a m u s ’
k n o w l e d g e
concerning the

power of the stars, came into the possession of
the prophet’s only dream book in a mysterious
manner. 

This edition of Nostradamus’ DREAM
BOOK (1928) was the last one in existence.
Dita spent many decades, not only studying
the tools Nostradamus revealed to predict
individual’s futures, but consistently,
throughout her lifetime, has experienced their
truthfulness. 

According to Nostradamus (and
modern Science), radiation holds the Universe
together and causes every object to radiate in
its own characteristic way. Our established
Zodiac is proof, confirming that each
individual born under one of the 12
astrological signs reflects certain
characteristics radiating from the planets that
conform to each sign of the zodiac.

Four hundred fifty years ago,
Nostradamus, who was a medical doctor and
master in astronomy/astrology (called 'divine'
by contemporary scholars), understood the
truth behind the meaningful power radiation of
the stars. He saw the interconnectedness, how
the stars influence human organisms, and how
it affects our sleep and dreams. []

NOSTRADAMUS
He walked the

earth 500 years ago
and is still known in
every corner of the
globe. His fame has
only increased,
since his accuracy
in predicting future
events continues to
fascinate us today,
as it has for
centuries.

Should we not ask ourselves from where
he drew such knowledge - a knowledge of
events hundreds of years before they took, are
taking, and will take place? Is it possible that he
was privileged and perhaps chosen to provide
mankind with the insight of this knowledge - of
what to expect in the future?

Could it be, that the pattern of events is
predetermined by ‘Divine Power’ - according to
the constant activity of the Universal Laws, also
known as "Natures Law" in action, recognizable
as a "a consequence" of our own volition
(according to one of a fundemental law, known
as 'cause and effect'.) Therefore, through our
own actions taken, we are not only shaping our
individual destiny, but also the destiny of our
Nation and The World!

Nostradamus, the great astronomer and
astrologer, medical doctor and greatest seer,
found and recognized the interconnectedness of
the meaningful light- radiation through the
celestial bodies, which influences, shapes and
guides life on earth. -
www.nostradamusdreams.com []

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
DITDITAA

WEGMANWEGMAN

From her
earliest youth,
then still living in
Europe, Dita
Wegman was
drawn to the name
" Nostradamus "
like a magnet. His
name resonate
with a kind of

mysteriousness, especially when she gazed in
awe at the Universe with those millions of
sparkling lights, searching at the night sky for
star-images, find them and proudly could call
them by name, she felt even more drawn to the
great Astronomer, not knowing 'why'? 
One day , as it so happen, a Lady friend of hers
introduced her to her "German Edition of
Nostradamus' Dream-Book " Dita was
fascinated with the book then as she is today,
and was saddened to learn that it was no longer
available in print.

About 20 years later, already residing
in Canada, and while on a trip to Germany, Dita
had not forgotten her desire to posses this book.
After Dita tracked down her friends family and
got the news by her son, of her passing, sadness
set in and her chance to see this book again,
slipped away. But Dita had to ask, if he would
know about the existence of the Nostradamus
book ? Spontaneously he answered, "Wait
here" while he retrieved it from the attic. In
disbelieve and almost numb Dita heard him say
:"Here it is - take it... I know mother would
have given this to you because she liked you
very much and knew how desperately you
wanted it for yourself."The rest is history. []

www.nostradamusdreams.com
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SI: You've just written a book that puts the final
nail in the UFO aspect of the Roswell coffin.
How do you feel about that?

KK: As a UFO researcher, I am sad that the
verdict came out as it did, because, if nothing
else, the book is an indictment against the truly
sorry state that the UFO field is in. 

Unfortunately, ufology's blind
acceptance of the Roswell case has now come
back to haunt it, and I hope this book sends a
very loud message to all concerned parties, like
my previous one did. If the UFO field doesn't
stop this sad game of uncritical acceptance of
cases like Roswell, then the field is doomed to
be a bastard science at best, and deservedly so.

On the other hand I am also glad that the
truth has now been found and that we can move
forward to investigating other cases.

SI: What do you think your pro-UFO peers will
think of your book?

KK: I don't really care. The facts speak for
themselves, however painful they are this time
around. But I "psychically" predict that I will be
put on ufology's persona non grata list because
of what I've done. I hope this doesn't happen, of
course, but I cannot and will not compromise
my quest for the UFO "truth" (whatever it
eventually turns out to be) for the sake of stupid
politics.

I suspect, for example, that my
relationship with Stanton Friedman will suffer,
as well as with others. But that's their problem,
not mine. It is their fault that their faulty
research has come back to haunt them. Now
they have to deal with it. I'm just the messenger.
When I study a UFO case, I am after the truth,
whatever that truth might be, and I am not
predisposed toward any point of view.
Unfortunately, Roswell is not the Holy Grail the
UFO promoters make it out to be.

SI: You've written two books now that have a
decidedly skeptical bent, yet you claim to be
"pro-UFO." Isn't this a contradiction?

KK: (Surprised) Not at all! I fully support
decent, legitimate, scientific research into the
UFO subject. While I believe that all UFO cases
must be analyzed and considered on their own
individual merits, I am for investigating the
topic objectively and scientifically. I guess you
could say that's a "pro-UFO" position, but I
wouldn't necessarily call it that. Instead, I think,
if anything, it's a scientific position and the right
one to have.

SI: Do you think there's any scientifically

credible hard evidence for the existence of
UFOs or aliens 'visiting Earth today?

KK: Unfortunately as painful as this may sound
to the UFO community, the answer is no, and
here's why.

All UFO cases can be broken down into
four fundamental categories, the first of which
is a sighting, when a person sees a UFO. UFO
photos and films are also included in this
category since they, too, are supposed to depict
what the witness or witnesses allegedly saw.

The second category includes the radar-
visual cases, instances where a UFO is seen and
tracked on radar.

The third category covers the landing-
trace cases, incidents where a UFO allegedly
hovers above or near the ground or lands and
produces some sort of physical evidence to
show that it has been there. Examples of such
physical evidence are landing-gear impressions,
radioactivity, so-called burnt rings, flattened
grass, and so on.

The fourth and final category of UFO
cases is the alien-being or abduction cases:
instances in which the actual alien pilots are
supposedly seen in or about their craft, or have
forcibly taken onboard their ship one or more
human beings. Usually, these people claim they
are subjected to some sort of physical
examination or interrogation (sometimes with a
sexual component) and are then released.

Surely the existence of millions of
reports worldwide proves something, doesn't it?
Of course it does, but unlike a good deal of my
colleagues, I don't profess to have the answer as
to what it might prove. The reason for my
cautious stand rests with the very nature of this
so-called evidence. To be blunt, most of it is
scientifically worthless.

Consider if you will the first category of
UFO data: sightings. In truth, a sighting is
nothing more than a story. You can't prove it
actually happened. Unless glaring evidence of a
hoax is detected, all you can do is accept the
person's word that what he or she is telling you
is the truth. After you've gotten this far and
made this leap of faith (not science), you have
another problem: How can you prove that the
incident actually occurred precisely the way the
witness describes? Practically and scientifically
speaking, you cannot.

What about the second category of UFO
reports: radar-visual cases? Once again we're
left with the same problem in that you cannot
prove that the object in question is an
extraterrestrial spacecraft. It could be a secret
military vehicle for all we know.
The landing-trace or landing-track cases offer
theoretically the largest potential for scientific
pay dirt. But while there are more than 4,500
such reports on record, a truly unexplainable
physical trace or irrefutably extraterrestrial
artifact has yet to be uncovered, even in the
Roswell case.

The "creature" reports and abduction
reports bring us full circle to the same
fundamental problem once again: they are
nothing more than stories, perhaps genuine,
perhaps not.

This is why I say that there is no hard
scientific evidence for UFOs' being
extraterrestrial spacecraft. However, keep in
mind that there doesn't necessarily have to be

such proof in order for a "phenomenon" to exist.
I believe that whatever each UFO report

ultimately turns out to be, we can only learn
from these answers. As long as we strive to be
scientific, objective, and apply these lessons,
the subject is worth studying and we are better
off for it. []

Spaceship...Aliens...Cover-up or
Hoax? What Really Happened at

Roswell?

New witnesses! New evidence! A
shocking conclusion!

Did an extraterrestrial spacecraft really
crash in the New Mexico desert in 1947?
Were alien bodies found...and, if so, was
there a secret autopsy? Are the recent Art
Bell revelations true?

For fifty years the mysteries of Roswell
have tantalized the public. Now UFO and
paranormal researcher Kal K. Korff reveals
the real story. Through his exclusive access
to military records, previously classified
material, and real eyewitnesses, he
explodes the lies and lays bare the truth.
The result is a revelation powerful enough
to change public opinion forever! 

Find out about:
- The actual objects found at the

crash site--including real-life photos;
- New, disturbing information about

Roswell eyewitness Maj. Jesse Marcel;
- The original "flying disc"

newspaper story, reprinted in its
entirety...and who "killed" it;

- The startling analysis of
"spacecraft" fragments sent anonymously
to Art Bell;

- Aliens at Roswell: Were bodies
found? Did any survive? What experts now
say about the autopsy film;

- The real Air Force cover-up...the
whole truth for the first time!

wwwwww.kalkorf.kalkorff.comf.com
wwwwww.amazon.com.amazon.com
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The most famous recording of an
alleged Bigfoot is a short film shot in 1967.
Filmed in Bluff Creek, California, it shows a
large, manlike creature striding through a
clearing. In many ways the veracity of the film
is crucial; unlike many alleged Bigfoot
photographs, the subject in the film cannot be a
misidentification. Either the film is a hoax or it
is an unknown, hairy giant. The film's
authenticity has been hotly debated, both among
the public and among Bigfoot researchers.

After nearly forty years of secrecy, the
truth behind the world-famous Roger Patterson
Bigfoot film has been revealed. The man who
actually wore the costume and played the role of
Bigfoot in the film has been located and has
made a full confession. Moreover, the husband
and wife team who made and sold the Bigfoot
costume that Patterson used to fake his movie
have also confessed, and several other
important eyewitnesses have come forth with
corroborating evidence. In a new book, The
Making of Bigfoot: The Inside Story
(Prometheus Books, 2004), Seattle-based
author Greg Long reveals details of the hoax,
the result of a six-year investigation which also
clandestinely involved author Kal Korff.

The Legend of the Patterson Film

According to Roger Patterson, who died
of cancer in 1972, he and a companion, Bob
Gimlin, were riding their horses on October 20,
1967, in Bluff Creek, California, when they
suddenly encountered a Bigfoot. Not
coincidentally, the two were in the area to "look
for the creature" and were hoping to capture it
on film with a movie camera rented specifically
for the occasion. Patterson was in fact working
on a motion-picture documentary about the
subject.

According to Patterson, the two men
were quietly riding, when he saw the creature
and his horse suddenly "reared and fell over."
After spotting the creature and having his horse
fall on him, Patterson managed to regain his
composure and pull out his 16 mm camera. He
started filming while running toward the
Bigfoot, steadied himself, and capped off sixty
seconds as it walked away, glancing back at
them over its right shoulder.

The two men then purportedly made
plaster casts of the footprints left by the creature
and raced to the post office to mail the film for
immediate processing. The rest of the story is

now history.

The Hoax Begins to Unravel

The first concrete sign that the Patterson
film was a hoax surfaced when a man named
Clyde Reinke claimed to have firsthand
knowledge of the fraud as a former office
manager for American National Enterprises
(ANE), a now-defunct movie company that
specialized in wildlife films.

Reinke claimed that Roger Patterson
was on the company's payroll as a "wildlife
photographer." According to Reinke, Patterson
and ANE "cooked up" the scheme to fake the
Bigfoot film. ANE's alleged plan was to use the
film as a "loss leader" that would attract huge
audiences into theaters to see the footage
(sandwiched in between their other movies).
"The Bigfoot film increased attendance
tremendously," Reinke claimed on the Fox
network's one-hour special, World's Greatest
Hoaxes: Secrets Finally Revealed.

When the program aired on December
28, 1998, it caused a sensation. One individual
who saw the special was Bob Heironimus, a
recently retired laborer and the person who had
worn the Bigfoot costume in the Patterson film.

After deciding to come forth, Bob
Heironimus says, "I told him (Bob Gimlin), 'I
don't give a damn, I'm telling the truth. I'm tired
after thirty-seven years,' and he tells me, 'Well,
don't mention my name.'"

According to Heironimus, it was Bob
Gimlin who first asked him, at Patterson's
request, to wear the Bigfoot costume and help
fake the film. Patterson and Gimlin "explained
to me they were going to sell the film, naturally,
and make a fortune. They would give me a
thousand dollars, and then as they made money
they would give me some." Despite keeping his
end of the bargain, he was never paid.

"It was in July or August of 1967.
Gimlin told me that Roger was going to make a
film, and they needed someone to wear a suit."
Heironimus was twenty-six at the time, and says
lie "thought nothing of it." From his
perspective, it was just a way to make some
quick and easy money.

Heironimus claims that the Bigfoot
costume was made of synthetic fur and bits of
leather from a horse's hide. Patterson had added
"breasts" to the chest of the Bigfoot creature.
Heironimus also remembers that it contained
football shoulder pads inside it to "bulk it up,"
and that the head piece was, in fact, a dressed-
up football helmet that had a mask attached to
the front of it with two slits to look through.
"Because the eyeholes were a little more than an
inch away from my face, it was hard to see in
that mask."

After being fitted with the suit,
Heironimus claims he was told to stand in one
place and not move until Patterson gave him the
signal to start walking. The first few frames of
the Patterson film do indeed show the Bigfoot
starting its walk from a standstill.

When the filming was complete,
according to Heironinms, both Gimlin and
Patterson helped him out of the costume. He
had felt claustrophobic inside it, and had yelled,
"Get me out of this damn thing!" and recalls that
"[the headpiece] stunk very badly." Patterson
then told Heironimus to take the film and mail it
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off for processing. The Bigfoot suit and the
dressed-up helmet were then placed inside the
trunk of Heironimus's mother's car, a blue 1967
Buick.

Corroborating Heironimus's Story

Bob Heironimus's mother Opal claims that
while her son was still sleeping on the morning
after he returned, she went to put crates of fruit
into the trunk of her car. When she opened up
the trunk, she was shocked to find what she at
first thought was a dead animal. Upon closer
examination, she realized that it was some sort
of animal suit or costume.

Continued on Page 36
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"After I saw it, I looked around to see if
anyone was around 'cause I thought maybe I
might have to have help.... Then I discovered it
was just a suit. But that head layin' there, you
know, staring at me!"

Opal continued, "I went in the house,
and my sister-in-law, Willa Smith, lived right up
the street, and she came down--she was always
down at my house two or three times a day--and
so, when she got down, I said, 'I want to show
yon something.' I opened up the trunk and let
her look." Opal remembers that Patterson and
Gimlin came late that day and returned Chico,
one of the horses they'd ridden. Afterwards, the
Bigfoot suit was removed from the car, and she
never saw it again. Its present whereabouts
remain unknown.

Bob Heironimus's nephew, John Miller,
was eight at the time and also recalls playing
with the Bigfoot suit and putting on the
headpiece. "I just remember they had the trunk
open, and I remember looking in there, and,
'What's that!' and pickin' up and foolin' with it.
And I can remember finding the head and, being
a young kid, I just put it right on. It was hot. Mid
it stunk. I can remember going up to their front
porch and lookin' in the front window to see if
somebody could see me. I was going to try ,and
scare somebody." When asked what he thought
of the claim that no human being can possibly
walk the way the Patterson creature does, Miller
replied, "I'll tell you what, if you ever watch that
[Patterson] footage and watch him [Bob
Heironimus] walk, and then you have him walk
down the road, you'll see--they walk exactly the
same. I always got a kick out of that."

Heironimus's two brothers, Mike and
Howard, have also confirmed his story.
Although neither sibling saw the actual
costume, they distinctly remember learning of
their brother's involvement around the time of
the hoax. Howard Heironimus stated, "He
[Patterson[ said, 'Do you think your brother,
Bob, can be the Bigfoot in this thing here?' And
I said, 'I don't know.' I said, 'You'll have to ask
him.' So, I seen him [Patterson] probably a week
later.' I said, 'Well, did you ask Bob?' He said,
'No.' He said, 'I didn't get to talk to him, but I
think he said Bob Gimlin asked him. But I'm not
really sure, he said he talked to Bob Gimlin, but
he said, anyhow, he had talked to Bob
[Heironimus] and that Bob had agreed to it
[wearing the suit]. I don't know whether Bob
Gimlin asked him [Bob Heironimus] or whether
Roger asked him, but he [Patterson] had talked
to Bob Gimlin, too. But I was in this thing
before Bob Gimlin." Moreover, several other

people in the small town of Yakima have "all
vouched for Heironimus's story and can prove
that they first heard of it shortly after the hoax
was created.

Still other witnesses, such as Merle
Warehime, recall seeing the Bigfoot suit, which
floated around the Yakima area after the hoax. "I
believe we were out in the Ahtanum [Valley] by
that old church. We was sittin" there. We were
about to go jeepin', and somebody had the thing.
It was in a box there, you know. It was just in
kind of a box in the back. I didn't pay that much
attention to it." When asked if he was convinced
that Heironimus played the role of Bigfoot in
the Patterson hoax film, Warehime was
adamant, "Oh, yes. Yeah. That's the way Bob
walks. All you have to do is watch him walk
across the floor, and you know."

These statements dispute the claims
made by Bigfoot defenders that Heironimus is
some sort of Johnny-come-lately trying to make
a fast buck and garner media attention. The truth
is, Bob Heironimus has never gone public with
the details of his story until now and has never
been paid any money for his involvement in the
hoax, unlike Roger Patterson and Bob Gimlin.

The Bigfoot PrintsThe Bigfoot Prints

Another important eyewitness Grog
Long discovered is Harvey Anderson, the
former owner of a gun and camera store in
Yakima. Anderson claims that Patterson came
into his shop one day with a plaster cast of a
footprint allegedly left by Bigfoot and sought to
rent a camera and get advice on how to film
such a creature in the wild. According to
Anderson, Patterson claimed he had not only
seen a Bigfoot, but that it had touched his car
and had actually lifted up one end. Anderson
decided to go along with the story: "I was kind
of getting a kick out of it, but I realized that he
was lying to me or having hallucinations about
the thing that came out of the woods and picked
up his car."

After talking briefly about his alleged
encounter, Patterson unwrapped an alleged
Bigfoot cast. Anderson immediately doubted
the authenticity of the item. "I said to him, 'It
looks like it's too narrow on the front part
because it couldn't stand erect. Based on the
description you've given me of this tall man or
tall animal, you have to have it broader at the
ball of the foot. 'Oh, no,' he said, 'he stands right
up.' I said, 'Well, it doesn't appear to be correct.
It looks to me like it should be wider on the
front where the ball of the foot is. For the length
of the foot, it won't work.' He [Patterson] said,
'Well, I can solve that problem. I'll take some
more casts.'"

Three days later, Patterson returned to
ask Anderson for input on his latest efforts,
showing him new casts and asking, "What do
you think of that?" Anderson replied, "That
looks better. That looks proportionate."
Anderson says, "See, I did not know the guy,
did not know his intention. You have to realize
that people came in and out of the store all the
time. You don't know them. You just wait on
them and service their needs. I thought he was
pulling a joke on somebody."

Patterson then told Anderson, "I have to
ask you never to say anything about this
because I've done this for my wife because I'm

dying of cancer. I want to leave something for
my wife." "What the hock," Anderson says now,
"If people will buy it, why not? People will buy
anything. He was giving me this sob story about
his health, and he wanted to leave something for
his wife, and you know, I wasn't doing it
[shooting a fake film]. I was just listening to his
story. I really didn't pay that much attention to
it. It wasn't important."

Additional eyewitness testimony that
Patterson faked Bigfoot prints COllies
independently from Roger Patterson's brother-
in-law Bruce Mondor: "Roger made the
footprints, and he explained the whole damn
thing to me. He showed me the big foot; it didn't
have an arch in it. It had toes like it should
have.... And I asked him ... 'What do you do,
you pick this up and slam it down?' It had to
weigh twenty-five or thirty pounds. He said,
'Yeah, that's what I do.' I said, 'Then what do
you do there [in the impression on the ground]?'
He said, 'I pour plaster of Paris in there.'"

The Bigfoot Costume

Long also uncovered Philip Morris, the
man who actually made and sold a gorilla suit to
Roger Patterson the one later used (with
modifications) in his famous film.

In 1967, about two months before the
film was made, Morris received a telephone call
from Patterson: "I was the only one who was
making a gorilla suit like that at that time. I
knew what my gorilla suit looked like. It was
brown. In the fifties and sixties, I made my
gorilla suits only in brown.... Patterson asked
me if I had a realistic-looking gorilla suit. I
immediately asked him if he was a carny
[carnival worker]. He said, 'No, I'm a rodeo
cowboy. We're just going to have some fun.'"

Morris recalls, "So I took one of my
gorilla suits and shipped it to him. Parcel post,
if I remember, it was a standard suit we sold to
all our customers. Then, not long after he would
have received the suit, I got a call from him. He
said he had received the suit, and that it seemed
okay, but, he said, 'I can see the zipper in the
back.' I told him, 'Just brush the fur down over
the zipper.' The fur on the suit was a material
called Dynel. It was a nylon fiber, a popular
material back then. It was used on lots of things,
like plush toys, bathroom rugs, toilet seats. I
bought it from my supplier in only two colors,
black and brown. Then Roger wanted to know
how to make the arms longer. I said, 'Find a
shovel handle or a stick and slip it in the
sleeves. Then attach the gloves to the stick.'
That's how to extend the arms in a costume. You
screw the gloves onto the stick. Then he said he
wanted to make the shoulders more massive. I
told him to go down to a local high school and
get some old football pads--the coaches would
probably be happy to get rid of some old,
cracked ones--and put them in the shoulders."

Bob Heironimus has never met nor
talked to Philip Morris, yet Heironimus
distinctly recalled the presence of shoulder pads
in the Bigfoot suit that Patterson had modified,
a fact that Philip Morris could not have known.
This revelation is yet more evidence that the
Patterson film is a hoax, and that Heironimus
not only wore the suit but that Morris supplied
it to Patterson.

Continued on Page 39
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by Steve McCudry
Price: $24.95

Website:
http://www.thewhitemanscenario.com

304 Pages, Hardback, 6 x 9

ISBN-13: 978-0-09-761179-2

On the eve of the Nixon resignation, the
Soviet Union took an action that elevated the
Strategic Air Command and the North American
Air Defense Command to just short of full
combat alert status. Under "normal
circumstances", there would have been a direct
escalation of responses on both sides that would
have taken us to nuclear launch. On this
evening, though, there was an uncharacteristic
hesitation on the part of normally hawkish US
leadership. The book speculates that the
hesitation was a reluctance to break an iron clad
"do not disturb" order from the president who
was entrenched with Republican leadership
exploring the options of his future. This
reluctance, it suggests, was fear that the event
could have a rational explanation that would
disappear into a conflagration of nuclear
exchanges if Nixon, in his depressed and
panicked state, interpreted the event as an attack
(and a way out of the Watergate debacle.) The
actions and sacrifice of an observant off-duty
missile launch officer convince the Joint Chiefs
and SAC commanders to back down from an
immanent launch. 

About The Author

Steve McCurdy worked his way through college
as a radio announcer and bank teller. Four
months after receiving his degree and his
commission as a Second Lieutenant in the Air
Force he found himself second in command of
ten nuclear ICBMs. Eighteen months after that
he was at the cross roads of what might have
become World War III. "The events in the book
were classified for a long time-even for a while
after they decommissioned Whiteman's missiles
and took half of our Minuteman force out
nationwide. So, I've been sitting on this for a
long time. I'm glad to have a chance to get the
story told."• Steve may have been sitting on
this story, but he hasn't been sitting on his
hands. The creator of hundreds of marketing

and training programs for the cream of the
Fortune 100, Steve has been active in all forms
of media; television, radio, print, and live stage
events. He left corporate America for a while to
become the producer/director for the critically
acclaimed "Man Enough" off-Broadway, in
New York. Most recently he co-wrote and
directed the award winning motion picture "I
Flunked Sunday School." []
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Morris's wife and business partner, Amy,
helped make the famed suit. "Roger called us a
second time and he asked us to ship him some
extra gorilla fur. So we sent him some excess
Dynel that was lying around," she said.

Philip Morris picks up the story: "He
wanted to know how to fix the eyes. He said,
'You can see the white of the skin, when he [his
Bigfoot actor] looks through the eye holes.' I
said, 'Well, take some black makeup and put it
around the person's eyes, and also have him
close his eyes and put the makeup on his
eyelids. That should do it.' A couple of months
later, October '67, I was watching TV, and this
film is being shown, and I see my gorilla suit.
'That's my suit!' I yelled." His wife came in and,
upon seeing the broadcast, agreed.

Today, Morris Costumes is the single
largest manufacturer and supplier of costumes
to Hollywood and to stores across the United
States. Morris adds, "I'd say, looking at the
[Patterson] Bigfoot [film] in one of the those
TV productions, the guy who wore the suit must
have had his clothes on because the suit was
really tight on him." This was another important
revelation that further proves the Patterson
Bigfoot film is a hoax. Prior to Morris's
comment for the record, Bob Heironimus,
without Morris's knowledge, independently
testified that he had, in fact, worn his clothes
under the Bigfoot suit, and that it did indeed fit
him rather tightly.

Morris stated that a six-foot-tall person
could fit inside the suit. Bob Heironimus is
slightly taller than six feet, and he was very
muscular as a youth, especially in the shoulders,
gills, thighs, and legs. Photographs taken of
Heironimus in 1967 confirm this. Using a
technique called photogrammetry, a study of the
Bigfoot film done by the BBC calculated the
height of the Bigfoot at just slightly over six
feet.

When asked about the length of the latex
feet that he supplied to Patterson along with the
rest of the gorilla suit, Morris replied, "Oh, I'd
say fourteen inches." Not surprisingly, the
Bigfoot tracks Patterson later submitted as his
evidence measured fourteen inches. Morris
adds: "The heel [of the creature] is too square-
looking. It's a dead giveaway. Those are
definitely my feet that I sold Patterson,"

Regarding Bigfoot's gait, Morris states:
"The Bigfoot researchers say that no human can
walk that way in the film. Oh, yes they can!
When you're wearing long clown's feet, you
can't place the ball of your foot down first. You
have to put your foot down flat. Otherwise,
you'll stumble. Another thing, when you put on

the gorilla head, you can only turn your head
maybe a quarter of the way. And to look behind
you, you've got to turn your head and your
shoulders and your hips. Plus, the shoulder pads
in the suit are in the way of the jaw. That's why
the Bigfoot turns and looks the way he does in
the film. He has to twist his entire upper body."
[See also David Daegling and Daniel Schmitt's
article "Bigfoot's Screen Test" in the May/June
1999 issue of SKEPTICAL INQUIRER.]
Heironimus also confirmed that he had to turn
his entire torso, instead of just his neck, because
of how he was constrained in the suit.

"The Bigfoot thing just wasn't a big deal
in my life," Morris now reflects. "In the 1980s,
the film didn't have the momentum it had at
first. I decided to start talking about it. In the
last few years all these documentaries have
come out. Most people by now know the film is
a hoax, or they should know. We're at a point in
the public's relationship with the Bigfoot story,
it's time to tell my story. I've been thinking
about the story for forty years."

The Eye Has ItThe Eye Has It

The Patterson film also contains
additional evidence that validates Heironimus's
claim. It was originally discovered by one of the
authors (Korff) when analyzing a first-
generation, color-corrected copy of the film that
Roger Patterson's widow Patty herself supplied
and was later shown in Fox's World's Greatest
Hoaxes. The key can be found in the seconds
that surround frame 352, the famous portion of
the clip where the "creature" looks back over its
right shoulder and stares briefly at the camera.

When enlarged and studied carefully in
detail, the frames reveal a sudden burst of light
on the right eye, which cannot be explained by
normal sunlight reflecting off of an organic eye.
Curiously, its left eye remains in shadow, even
though there is nothing around the face to block
the light. According to Heironimus, a cloth with
two holes in it for him to see through was
draped over the front of the football helmet at
least one inch away from his own eyes. This
explains why the left eye of the "creature" is in
shadow, because it is obscured by the cloth.
However, this does not explain the light that
appears in the right eye.

What does explain this sudden flash is a
secret about Bob Heironimus that only he and
his closest friends are aware of: Heironimus's
right eye is missing, and he wears a prosthetic,
or glass, eye! it was this glass eye of his that
reflected the bright sunlight. Detailed
enlargements and enhancements of this area
suggest that these reflections are consistent with
what one would expect of a glass eye and are
not the result of anything organic ill nature.

Further evidence in the Patterson film
also vindicates Heironimus's story. The alleged
"fur line" of the creature that goes down its back
is in the exact spot where both Heironimus and
Morris claim the zipper is located. Remember,
Morris distinctly told Patterson how to hide this
zipper from view, advising him to comb down
the fur on the suit with a brush. Sure enough,
this Bigfoot, a wild creature presumably living
in wilderness, is remarkably clean and carefully
groomed. Also, in frame 61, the bottom of the
Bigfoot's right foot is easily seen. Not only is
the arch on the wrong side, indicating that

Bigfoot has two left feet, but as this author
(Korff) first pointed nut in the Fox special, the
shape of the feet do not match the casts from the
tracks that were later recovered at the site.

Jeff Meldrum, an anthropologist at the
University of Idaho, is a firm believer in the
authenticity of the Patterson film. Meldrum is
convinced that the tracks found at the site match
the soles of the feet visible in the Patterson film.

With all due respect to Meldrum's
enthusiasm, evidence has yet to be presented
that the prints that were purportedly left at the
site match the bottoms of the feet of the
creature. Morris's fourteen-inch "gorilla feet"
are not physically capable of making the deep
tracks that were later supposedly documented.

ConclusionConclusion

Since the publication of Long's book, the media
reaction has been overwhelmingly positive. The
mainstream press is no longer taking the
Patterson Bigfoot film seriously as evidence of
anything but a hoax. Sadly, the reaction by
many Bigfoot researchers has been not only
negative, but outright hostile. Unable to
disprove these damaging revelations, they have
resorted to everything from name calling and
threats of violence and lawsuits to accusing
everyone of being liars. Such behavior shows
that when people cannot face facts, they tend to
"shoot the messenger" instead of dealing
responsibly with the truth. "Tiffs book was
written for the general public, who have been
misled over the years, not the Bigfoot
community," explains Long. "They never
bothered investigating Roger Patterson and his
long trail of fraud very carefully. Their
standards of 'evidence' are not what science
demands. It's their problem to find a way to deal
with all of this now, the media and the public are
moving on with their lives. We must remember,
there are still people on this Earth who believe
that this planet is flat and not round." []
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Physics of the Impossible"

by Michio Kaku

Doubleday, 327 pp., $26.95

In "Through the Looking Glass," the
White Queen scolded Alice for mental laziness
and boasted of believing "six impossible things
before breakfast." In his dizzying new survey of
science's furthest frontiers, "Physics of the
Impossible," Michio Kaku asks readers not to
completely discount them.

Kaku deals with such far-fetched ideas
as invisibility and teleportation in a completely
scientific manner. He divides impossibility into
three classes: Class 1 for concepts our present
technology can't make manifest, but which don't
actually violate any known physical laws; Class
2 for concepts beyond our technology that also
challenge our interpretation of those laws; Class
3 for concepts that outright defy known physical
laws and would demand huge changes in our
understanding of how the universe works.

Surprisingly, the third section is the
shortest. Only two of Kaku's topics are
impossible in this sense. Perpetual-motion
machines and precognition, the staple of
storefront psychics, come much closer to true
impossibility than constructs familiar to us
through cinematic special-effects, namely Class
2's time travel, faster-than-light spaceships, and
parallel universes.

The bulk of this book is taken up by
enticingly possible impossibilities such as force
fields, machine- and extraterrestrial
intelligence, and telepathy. A physics professor
at City University of New York, Kaku is also a
respected popularizer of scientific theory, and
he does a great job here of making concrete the
heady abstractions necessary to our grasp of the
physics behind these ideas. Writing about
"antiuniverses," for instance, Kaku describes

"charge-reversed" universes, which would be
full of antielectrons and antiprotons, and
potentially of antipeople living on antiplanets.
"Parity-reversed" universes, he explains, would
exist as mirror images of our own, substituting
right for left and left for right. But the only sort
of anti-universe allowed by physics combines
these two kinds with a third: the "time-reversed"
universe, in which "fried eggs jump off the
dinner plate, reform on the frying pan, and then
jump back into the egg, sealing the cracks."
Dealing as he does in these pages with science-
fictional concepts, Kaku often refers to genre
books and films ranging from Mark Twain's "A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court" to
"Terminator 3." Aside from his puzzling
omission of Robert A. Heinlein's classic "All
You Zombies" among stories illustrating the
paradoxes of time travel, Kaku's choices seem
knowledgeable.

But it's always clear that his interest in
the impossible encompasses more than
recreational reading. And his careful footnotes
cite research in these areas by scores of other
scientists — superstars such as Einstein and
Stephen Hawking as well as less well-known
figures such as cosmic-wormhole expert
Matthew Visser of Washington University.
More gently than the White Queen, Kaku
encourages us to take seriously ideas the world's
great intellects consider crazy, reminding us that
these same powerful minds sometimes wonder
whether such way-out theories and models of
the universe are crazy enough to be true.

Bio of DrBio of Dr. Michio Kaku. Michio Kaku

Dr. Michio Kaku holds the Henry Semat
Chair in Theoretical Physics at the City
University of New York. He is a leading
authority on the future and on Einstein’s unified
theory. He graduated from Harvard University
in 1968 (summa cum laude and 1st in his
physics class). He received his Ph.D. in physics
from the Univ. of Calif. at Berkeley in 1972, and
been a professor at CUNY for almost 30 years.
His goal is the complete Einstein’s dream of a
“theory of everything,” to derive an equation,
perhaps no more than one inch long, which will
summarize all the physical laws of the universe.
He is the co-founder of string field theory, one
of the main branches of string theory, which is
the leading candidate for the unified field
theory. 

He is the author of the international best-
sellers, Hyperspace: A Scientific Odyssey
Through Parallel Universes, Time Warps and
the Tenth Dimension and Visions: How Science
Will Revolutionize the 21st Century. For
Visions, he interviewed 150 of the world’s top
scientists, many of them Nobel Laureates and
directors of the largest scientific laboratories,
about their vision for the next 20 years in
computers, robotics, biotechnology, space
travel, etc. These are the scientists who are
inventing the future in their laboratories.
Visions is the most authoritative and most
authentic understanding of the world of the
future. His latest book, Parallel Worlds: A
Journey Through Creation, Higher Dimensions
and the Future of the Cosmos, was a finalist for
the Samuel Johnson Prize for Non-fiction in the
U.K., and also a finalist for the prestigious
Aventis Science Book Prize. 

Dr. Kaku also does considerable public
speaking on international radio and TV. He has
appeared on the Larry King Show, Nightline, 60
Minutes, Good Morning America, CNN, CNN-
Financial, ABC-TV News, BBC-TV, BBC-
Radio, PBS’s Nova and Innovation, Tech-TV,
and has appeared on numerous science specials,
including PBS’s Steven Hawking’s Universe,
Science Odyssey, and Einstein Revealed, the
BBC’s Future Fantastic, Parallel Universes,
Copenhagen, Channel 4’s The Big G: the story
of gravity, the Discovery Channel, the Learning
Channel’s Exodus Earth, A & E, and many
science documentaries. He was featured in the
full-length, 90 minute feature film, Me and
Isaac Newton, which was nominated for an
Emmy in 2001. He was profiled in Tech-TV’s
Big Thinkers series and is a regular
commentator on that cable network. He has
spoken on over 500 radio stations around the
country. 

Recently, he hosted a new, four-hour,
four-part science documentary for BBC-World
TV on the nature of time. He will also host a
three-part, three-hour documentary for
Discovery Channel in 2007 on the next 50
years. 

He also hosts his own national weekly
science radio program which airs in 100 cities in
the US and also the KU national satellite band
and internet. He appears regularly on the
Discovery Channel in Canada. He has also
written for Time Magazine and been quoted in
Scientific American, the N.Y. Times, the
Washington Post, the London Daily Telegraph,
the London Times, the Philadelphia Inquire,
Wired Magazine, and Fast Magazine. He has
written cover articles for New Scientist
magazine, Astronomy magazine, and the
Sunday London Times. He appears regularly on
Tech TV. He has written several op-ed pieces
for the Wall Street Journal. 

He frequently keynotes major business
conferences about the next 20 years in
computers, finance, banking, and commerce. In
particular, he has keynoted major conferences
for major corporations, many of them
controlling hundreds of billions of dollars in
investments, including: 

NCR International, Deloitte-Touche,
Deloitte Consulting, BMC Software State
Street, Morgan Stanley, Chase, Charles Schwab,
SONY, Andersen Consulting, Siemens, Les
Echoes (Paris), Business Week, Nokia, GE
Smallworld, Swatch Corp., SAP, Institutional
Investors, Ericsson, HSBC Bank, European
Institute, Information Week, Bindview Corp.,
Bank Sarasin, Young President’s Organization,
Citrix Systems, RSA, Chicago Board of Trade,
Institute of Chartered Accountants (Australia),
NAFSA, European Space Agency, L’Oreal
(Paris), Iforce (Greece), Futuract (Paris),
Financial Planners Assoc. (Australia), SAPPI
(South Africa), ABA Insurance, EVCA Venture
Capitalists, CIO-Connect, JEC (Paris), Cisco,
and many more. []
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Dr. Michio Kaku was a guest on The ‘X’
Zone Radio Show on Thursday, April 3,
2008 from 10 pm - 12 am Eastern / 7 pm -
9 pm Pacific. His interview is available at
www.xzone-radio.com/archives.htm
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Is your daily cry "Scotty Beam Me Up, my cat has attitude"?

The secret really is out of the bag with the purrr-fect, "No Copycat"
book:

Carolyn Bartz (the cat's meow on cat behavior) adds a new twist and
flavor that shares her years of personal experience and insight to
solving problems from the cat's point of view.

Cat owners and lovers crave that " right over your shoulder"
approach that takes the relationship with their cat up-a- notch and to
the "next level".

* From Litter Box to areas outside the box. 
* Medical facts reveal why your cat can't help it! Your cat wants you

to know this!
* Digital photo guides to cat care   
* Historical/Myth Gems
* Fun, enlightening Quiz
* Food labeling & diet tips   
* Psychic cats & other dimensions of a secret society.

“SecrSecrets of Catets of Cat AATTITUDETTITUDE RevealedRevealed” is NOW available on
Amazon.com & BarnesandNoble.com

Media Bio available.

She loves to help others by sharing her passion!

Contact: Carolyn Bartz
Vancouver, WA

360-574-2512(PacificTime)
catsecrets4u@earthlink.net
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person to drive an automobile. 

In West Virginia, only babies can ride in a baby
carriage. 

In Georgia, it is against the law to slap a man on
the back or front. 

A barber is not to advertise prices in the State of
Georgia. 

In Louisiana, a bill was introduced years ago in
the State House of Representatives that fixed a
ceiling on haircuts for bald men of 25 cents.

In Oklahoma, no baseball team can hit the ball
over the fence or out of a ballpark. 

In Kentucky, it's the law that a person must take
a bath once a year.

In Utah, birds have the right of way on any
public highway.

In Ohio, one must have a license to keep a bear.

In Tennessee, a law exists which prohibits the
sale of bologna (sandwich meat) on Sunday.

In Virginia, the Code of 1930 has a statute
which prohibits corrupt practices or bribery by
any person other than political candidates.

In Providence, Rhode Island, it is against the
law to jump off a bridge.

In the State of Kansas, you're not allowed to
drive a buffalo through a street.

In Florida, it is against the law to put livestock
on a school bus.

In New Jersey, cabbage can't be sold on Sunday.

In North Carolina, it is against the law for dogs
and cats to fight. 

In Singapore, it is illegal to chew gum. 

In Cleveland, Ohio, it is unlawful to leave
chewing gum in public places. 

In Virginia, chickens cannot lay eggs before
8:00 a.m., and must be done before 4:00 p.m. 

In New York, it is against the law for children to
pick up or collect cigarette and cigar butts. 

In Massachusetts, it is against the law to put
tomatos in clam chowder. 

In Washington State, you can't carry a concealed
weapon that is over 6 feet in length. 

In San Francisco, there is an ordinance, which
bans the picking up and throwing of used
confetti. 

In Kentucky, it is illegal for a merchant to force
a person into his place of business for the
purpose of making a sale. 

The End

SStrange Facts - Strange Facts - Strangetrange
LawsLaws

In Texas, it's against the law for anyone to have
a pair of pliers in his or her possession. 

In Philadelphia, you can't put pretzels in bags
based on an Act of 1760. 

Alaska law says that you can't look at a moose
from an airplane. 

In Corpus Christie, Texas, it is illegal to raise
alligators in your home. 

In Miami, it is forbidden to imitate an animal. 

It is against the law to mispronounce the name
of the State of Arkansas in that State.

In Illinois, the law is that a car must be driven
with the steering wheel. 

California law prohibits a woman from driving
a car while dressed in a housecoat. 

In Memphis, Tennessee, a woman is not to drive
a car unless a man warns approaching motorists
or pedestrians by walking in front of the car that
is being driven. 

In Tennessee, it is against the law to drive a car
while sleeping. 

In New York, it is against the law for a blind
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